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ABSTRACT 
The present thesis embodies the researches carried out at the AUgarh MusHm 
University, Ahgarh. The thesis comprises of ten chapters. Besides the introductory I 
chapter, the next six chapters deal with various aspects of the study of several variables 
analogues of Krawtchouk, Meixner, Cesaro, Sylvester, Pseudo-Laguerre, and Gottlieb 
polynomials respectively. The eighth chapter deals with certain generating relations 
for polynomials of the type of generalized Appell's functions of two variables.The ninth 
chapter deals with certain generating relations for polynomials of the type of Lauri-
cella's functions of three variables. The tenth chapter is a study of q-analogues of 
Sylvester, generalized Sylvester and Mittag-Leffer polynomials. 
CHAPTER I gives a brief survey of some of the earlier and recent work connected 
with the present thesis in the field of various hypergeometric and double hypergeomet-
ric type polynomials and q-function theory. The chapter also contains some preliminary 
concepts and important well-known results needed in the subsequent text. An attempt 
has also been made in this chapter to make the present thesis self contained. Further, 
a brief chapter wise summary of chapter II through X have also been given in this 
introductory chapter. 
CHAPTER II introduces a study of Krawtchouk polynomials of several vari-
ables. The chapter contains certtiin generating functions, different classes of generat-
ing functions, various elegant summation formulae, mixed bilateral and mixed trilateral 
generating functions for Krawtchouk polynomials of several variables. 
CHAPTER III concerns with a study of Meixner polynomials of several vari-
ables. The chapter contains certain generating functions, different classes of generat-
ing functions, various elegant summation formulae and generating functions associated 
with the Stirling numbers of the second kind for Meixner polynomials of several vari-
ables. 
CHAPTER IV is a study of Cesaro polynomials of several variables. The chapter 
contains certain generating functions, mixed bilateral generating functions and mixed 
trilateral generating functions. 
CHAPTER V deals with a study of generalized Sylvester polynomials of sev-
eral variables. The chapter contains certain generating functions, different classes of 
generating functions, various elegant summation formulae, mixed bilateral generating 
functions and mixed trilateral generating functions. 
CHAPTER VI concerns with a study of Pseudo Laguerre polynomials of sev-
eral variables. The chapter contains certain generating functions, class of generating 
function, mixed bilateral, mixed trilateral generating function, pure recurrence relation 
and generating functions associated with the Stirhng numbers of the second kind for 
Pseudo Laguerre polynomials of several variables. 
CHAPTER VII deals with a study of Gottheb polynomials of several variables. 
The chapter contains Gottlieb polynomials of two and three variables and their gener-
ating functions. 
CHAPTER VIII introduces a study of certain generating relations involving 
polynomials of the type of generalized Appell's functions of two variables. 
CHAPTER IX concerns with a study of certain generating relations involving 
polynomials of the type of Lauricella's functions of three variables. 
CHAPTER X introduces with certain generating functions of q-Sylvester, gen-
eralized q-Sylvester and q-Mittag-Leffer polynomials. 
Contents of chapter V, chapter VII, chapter VIII, and chapter IX are published 
(see [139],[140],[138] and [137]), results of chapter III are accepted for publications (see 
[147]) and results of chapter II, chapter IV, chapter VI and chapter X are communicated 
for bublications (see [156-161]) 
In the end an exhaustive and upto date hst of writings and original papers on the 
subject matter of this thesis have been provided in the form of a bibhography. 
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The present thesis embodies the researches carried out at the Ahgarh Muslim 
University, Aligarh. The thesis comprises of ten chapters. Besides the introductory I 
chapter, the next six chapters deal with various aspects of the study of several variables 
analogues of Krawtchouk, Meixner, Cesaro, Sylvester, Pseudo-Laguerre, and Gottlieb 
polynomials respectively. The eighth chapter deals with certain generating relations 
for polynomials of the type of generahzed Appell's functions of two variables.The ninth 
chapter deals with certain generating relations for polynomials of the type of Lauri-
cella's functions of three variables. The tenth chapter is a study of q-analogues of 
Sylvester, generalized Sylvester and Mittag-Leffer polynomials. 
CHAPTER I gives a brief survey of some of the earlier and recent work connected 
with the present thesis in the field of various hypergeometric and double hypergeomet-
ric type polynomials and q-function theory. The chapter also contains some prehminary 
concepts and important well-known results needed in the subsequent text. An attempt 
has also been made in this chapter to make the present thesis self contained. Further, 
a brief chapter wise summary of chapter II through X have also been given in this 
introductory chapter. 
CHAPTER n introduces a study of Krawtchouk polynomials of several vari-
ables. The chapter contains certain generating functions, different classes of generat-
ing functions, various elegant summation formulae, mixed bilateral and mixed trilateral 
generating functions for Krawtchouk polynomials of several variables. 
iv 
CHAPTER III concerns with a study of Meixner polynomials of several vari-
ables. The chapter contains certain generating functions, different classes of generat-
ing functions, various elegant summation formulae and generating functions associated 
with the Stirling numbers of the second kind for Meixner polynomials of several vari-
ables. 
CHAPTER IV is a study of Cesaro polynomials of several variables. The chapter 
contains certain generating functions, mixed bilateral generating functions and mixed 
trilateral generating functions. 
CHAPTER V deals with a study of generalized Sylvester polynomials of sev-
eral variables. The chapter contains certain generating functions, different classes of 
generating functions, various elegant summation formulae, mixed bilateral generating 
functions and mixed trilateral generating functions. 
CHAPTER VI concerns with a study of Pseudo Laguerre polynomials of sev-
eral variables. The chapter contains certain generating functions, class of generating 
function, mixed bilateral, mixed trilateral generating function, pure recurrence relation 
and generating functions associated with the Stirling numbers of the second kind for 
Pseudo Laguerre polynomials of several variables. 
CHAPTER VII deals with a study of Gottlieb polynomials of several variables. 
The chapter contains Gottlieb polynomials of two and three variables and their gener-
ating functions. 
CHAPTER VIII introduces a study of certain generating relations involving 
polynomials of the type of generalized Appell's functions of two variables. 
CHAPTER IX concerns with a study of certain generating relations involving 
polynomials of the type of Lauricella's functions of three variables. 
CHAPTER X introduces with certain generating functions of q-Sylvester, gen-
eralized q-Sylvester and q-Mittag-Leffer polynomials. 
Contents of chapter V, chapter VII, chapter VIII, and chapter IX are published 
(see [139],[140],[138] and [137]), results of chapter III are accepted for publications (see 
[147]) and results of chapter 11, chapter IV, chapter VI and chapter X are communicated 
for bubhcations (see [156-161]) 
In the end an exhaustive and upto date Hst of writings and original papers on the 






Special functions are solutions of a wide class of mathematically and physically 
relevant functional equations. They have centuries of history with immense litera-
ture and are known for their ambiguity and great applicability within mathematics as 
well as outside it. These functions community arise in the areas of heat conduction, 
communication systems electro-optics, electro-magnetic theory, electro-circuit the-
ory quantum mechanics, non-linear wave propagating and probability theory among 
others. Special functions play an important role in the formalism of mathematical 
physics and provide a unique tool for developing simplified yet reahstic models of 
physical problems. A vast mathematical literature has been devoted to the theory 
of these functions as constructed in the works of Euler, Chebyshev, Gauss, Hardy, 
Hermite, Legendre, Ramanujan and other classical authors. Some other develop-
ments are given by Andrews [11], Andrews et al. [12], Dunkl and Yuan [41], Edrelyi 
et al. [43-44], Iwasaw et al. [58] Lebedev [169] Rainville [179] Sneddon [186], Szego 
[205] Watson [208], et cetera. 
The study of special functions grew up with the calculus and is consequently one 
of the oldest branches of analysis. The history of special functions is closely tied to 
the problem of terrestrial and celestial mechanics that were solved in the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries, the boundary value problems of electromagnetism and 
heat in the nineteenth and the eigen value problems of quantum mechanics in the 
twentieth. 
Seventeenth century England was the birth place of special functions. John 
Wallis at Oxford took two first steps towards the theory of the gamma function 
long before Euler reach it Euler found most of the major properties of the gamma 
function around 1730. In 1972 Euler evaluated the Beta function integral in terms 
of the gamma function. Other significant developments were the discovery of Van-
dermonde's theorem in 1772 and the definition of Legendre Polynomials and the 
discovery of their addition theorem by Laplace and Legendre during 1982 - 1985. 
The golden age of special functions which was centered in the nineteenth cen-
tury German and France, was the result of developments in both Mathematics and 
Physics. The theory of analytic functions of a complex variable on one hand, and 
on the other hand, the theories of Physics (e.g. heat and electromagnetism) which 
required solution of partial differential equations containing the Laplaceian operator. 
The discovery of elliptic function (the inverse of elliptic integrals) and their 
property of double periodicity was published by Abel in 1827. Another major de-
velopment was the theory of hypergeometric series which began in a systematic way 
(although some important results had been found by Euler and Pfaff) with Gauss's 
memoir on the 2F1 series in 1812. The 3F2 series was studied by Clausen (1828) and 
the 1F] series by Kummer (1836). Near the end of the century Appeil (1880) intro-
duced hypergeometric functions of two variables and Lauricella generalized them to 
several variables in 1893. 
The subject was considered to be part of pure mathematics in 1900, applied 
mathematics in 1950. In 1907 Barnes used gamma function to develop a new the-
ory of Gauss's hypergeometric functions 2^1. Various generalizations of 2^1 were 
introduced by Horn, Kampe de Feriet, Mac Robert and Meijer. 
Each special function can be defined in a variety of ways and different researchers 
may choose different definitions (Rodrigous formulas, generating functions, contour 
integral). At the present time, applied mathematics, physics, and various branch of 
science and technology involves generating function of special functions and theory 
of integral transforms. 
1.2. DEFINITION NOTATIONS AND RESULTS USED 
Frequently occuring definitions, notations and results used in this thesis are as 
given under; 
THE GAMMA FUNCTION 
The Gamma function has several equivalent definitions, most of which are due 
to Euler, 
/•OO 
T{z) = / t'-^e-' dt, Re{z) > 0 (1.2.1) 
./o 
upon integrating by part, equation (1-2.1) yields the recurrence relation 
r(2 + l) = zr{z). (1.2.2) 
The relation (1.2.2) yields the useful result 
r(n + l)) = n!, n = 0,1,2,---
which shows that gamma function is the generalization of factorial function 
THE BETA FUNCTION 
The beta functJoii i.s defined a.s 
B{p,q) = / x''-\l-xy-^ dx, Re(p) > 0, Re(g) > 0 (1.2.3) 
Gamma function and Beta function are related by the following relation 
B{p,g) = f^J^^ p, 9 7^  0 , - 1 , - 2 , . . . (1.2.4) 
THE POCHHAMMER'S SYMBOL 
The Pochhammer symbol (A)„ is defined by 
^^^"~ W(A + l)---(A + n - l ) ', if n=l ,2,3,--- ^^ -^ '^ ^ 
In terms of Gamma function, we have 
(A)n - ^ ^ ' A ^ 0 , - 1 , - 2 , . . . (1.2.6) 
(AWn - (A)„,(A + m)„ (1.2.7) 
(^)-" ^ r P Y T ' n = l,2,3,---, A^0,±l,±2, (1.2.8) 
(A)„-„,, = ,|~^n^^;^ , 0 < m < n. (1.2.9) 
(1 - X~n)m 
For A = 1, equation (1.2.9) reduces to 
(-lV"ni {n-m)\ = \ ' , 0 < ' m < n . (1.2.10) 
Another useful relation of Pochhamer symbol (A)„ is included in Gauss's mul-
ti])lication theorem; 
(A)„.„ = (^)nmj^/A + j - n ^ ^0 ,1 ,2 , . . . (1.2.11) 
j=i \ "^ / „ 
where m is positive integer. 
For m — 2 the equation (1.2.11) reduces to Legender's duplication formula 
(A)2„ = 2'-(~] [^ + 1] , n = 0,l,2,... (1.2.12) 
In particular, we have 
(2n)! = 2'" - n!and(2n + l)! = ^^''{'7:) n\ (1,2.13) 
THE ERROR FUNCTION 
The error function erf{z) is defined for any complex z by 
2 r^ 
erf(z) = ^ = / exp{-t^) dt (1.2.14) 
JTT JO 
and its complement by 
erfc(.2) = l-erf(2) = -— / exp{-t^) dt. (1.2.15) 
Note that 
erf(O) = 0 , erfc(O) = 1 
erf(oo) = 1 , erfc(oo) = 0 (1.2.16) 
STIRLING NUMBERS 
Following the work of Riordan ([181],p.90 et seq.),one denotes by S{n,k) the 
Stirling numbers of the second kind, defined bv 
5K^") = ^ E ( - l ^ ' Q . r (1-2-17) 
so that 
1 (n - 0). 
S(n,0) = <| (1.2.18) 
0 (n eN) 
and 
S{n, 1) = S{n, n) = 1 and S{n, n ~ 1) n=h 
1.3. GAUSSIAN HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTION AND ITS GEN-
ERALIZATION 
The second order linear differential equation 
z{l~z)—- + \c-(a + b + l)z] ~--abw = 0 1.3.1 
dz'^ dz 
has a solution 
{aUb)n z" 
w E 
n=o lcj„ nl 
where o, 6, c are parameters independent of z for c neither zero nor a negative integer 
and is denoted by 2-^ 1 (fl,^; c; 2) i.e. 
2Fi(a,6; c: z) = L ^ 7 ^ — r? ' (l-^-^) 
n=0 V'-Jn "'• 
which is known as hypergeometric function. The special case a == c, b = 1 or b — c, 
00 n 
a — I yields the elementary geometric series ^ —-, hence the term hypergeometric. 
n=0 
If either of the parameter a or 6 is negative integer, then in this case, equation 
(1.3.2.) reduces to hypergeometric polynomials. 
GENERALIZED HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTION 
The hypergeometric function defined in equation (1,3.2) can be generalized in 
an obvious way. 
a i , a 2 , • • • .a,, : 
z 
/3i)/?2) • • • -Pq ; 
i , ( /3l)n---(/5<,)n n! 
= pF^{ai,---ap\ f3i,---0q; z), (1.3.3) 
where p, q are positive integer or zero. The numerator parameter ai, • • • Op and the 
denominator parameter Pi,- • • pq take on complex values, provided that 
,a- ^ 0 , -1 , -2 , - - - , J = L2,---,(? 
CONVERGENCE OF pF, 
The series pFg 
(i) converges for all | z |< oo if p < 9 
(ii) converges for | 2 |< 1 if p = (^J + 1 and 
(iii) diverges for all 2, z 7^  0 if p > g + 1 
Further more if we set 
the pFfj series with p = q + 1 is 
(i) Absolutely convergent for | z |= 1 if Re(a;) > 0 
(ii) Conditionally convergent for | 2 |= 1, 2 7^  1 if - 1 < Re(a;) < 0 
(iii) Divergent for | 2 |= 1 if Re(w) < - 1 . 
An important special case when p = g = 1, the equation (1.3.3) reduces to the 
confluent hypergeometric series \F-[ named as Kummers series (see also Slater [184]) 
and is given by 
, ^ , . . . ) . | | | ^ , (1.3.4) 
When p -— 2, q = 1, equation (1.3.3) reduces to ordinary hypergeometirc func-
tion 2-Fi of second order given by (1.3.2). 
1.4. HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTION OF TWO AND SEVERAL 
VARIABLES 
APPELL FUNCTIONS 
In 1880, Appell [13] introduced four hypergeometric series which are general-
ization of Gauss hypergeometric function 2F1 and are given below: 
fi(a,M'; c; x,,] = l ^J-hifk^l g t (1.4,1) 
m,n=0 [C)m+n "1.1 111 
(max{|x|, | y 1} < 1) 
(! X I + I 7/ I) < 1 
F3[a,a,6,6; c; x,y] = )_^ - — (1.4.3) 
m,n=0 lCj„ ,+„ m ! n ! 
(max{| X 1,1 y |} < 1) 
7-1 r I / 1 V ^ ifljm+niOJm+n. 2: ?/ i^ A j \ \ 
2^  I + Vl ?/ I < ! ) • 
THE KAMPE DE FERIET FUNCTION 
The Four Appell series are unified and generalized by Kanipe de Fe'riet (1921) 
who defined a general double hypergeometric series, [Appell and Kampe de Feriets 
p.(13) ]. 




P q k 
oo U{aj)r+s U{bj)r n ( C j ) . 
n {a,Us n Wj)r n (7,). r,s=0 
(1.4,5) 
where, for convergence 
(i) p + q < I + m+ l,p + A; < / + n + 1, |x| < CO, |?/| < oo,or 
{ii) p + q = l + m + l,p + k = l + n + l,and 
|x|i/(p-0 + |y|V(p-0 < 1^  if p>l. 
(1.4.6) 
max{\x\,\y\} < 1, if P < I 
Although the double hypergeometric function defined by (1.4.6) rod\ices to the 
Kampe de Feriet function in the special case: q — k and m = n, yet it is usually 
referred to in the literature as the Kampe de Feriet function. 
GENERALIZED APPELL FUNCTIONS 
In 2002, Khan, M. A. and Abukhammash , G. S.[115] introduced and studied 
generalized Appell's functions of two variables. Their generalized functions are as 
defined below: 
m=On=0 {f^)Tn+n{C-)7ny^ )n lU.U. 
MM. a'.,,y...,; a, e-a.y)^tt i ° ) " ' ° ' ) f ) f ^ " W " ' ^ ' " ^ ^ (1,,8) 
^ ^ " " ' ' " ' ' '^ k h {dUd'Ue-UeX mini ^'-^-'^ 
A-U{a,b,b,c,c;d,e,e;x,y)^J2}2 H] (eTr^) ' ^ ^ ^ -^^ '^ ^^ 
Tn=On=0 [(J-Jm+nK^I-my^ )n m\ n\ 
M,{aAb',c.,c';d^e-x,y) ^ g g (^)-^YJf"^^V'^"^^'^^"'-!^ (l-^-^l) 
oo oo 
M,(a.b,c,cAd,e,e:..y)=EE (i^d'UeUeX mini " - " 2 ' 
OO oo 
M,(o,M,.;rf,«..;.,.)=EE „)„^„(,) ,^,,,),, -,^^ (1.4,13) 
Ms{a,b,c,c;d,e;x,y)^ \^\^ — — — - (1.4.14) 
m=On=0 \0')m+n\€-)m+n rn. n< 
The standard work on the theory of Appell series is the monogrph by Appell 
and Kampe de Feriet [13]. See also Bailey [ Ch(9], Slater [176; Ch(8] and Exton [23; 
p.23(28)] for a review of the subsequent work. 
LAURICELLA'S FUNCTIONS 
In 1954, Saran's initiated a systematic study of these ten triple hypergeometric 
series of Lauricella's functions of three variables, one given beiow the definition of 
these functions, using Saran's notations FB:,FF, Fj and also indicating Lauri-
cella's notations: 
Ft or F£;(ai,Q;i,ai,/3i,52,/32;7i,72,73;-'c,y,z) 
o o o o 0 0 
~ toh^^h (7iU72)n(73)p m!n!p! ^ ' ^ ^ 
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Fi4 or FF{auai,ai,Pi,f32,Pi;'yu^2,l2]x,y,z) 
CO CO OO 
- E E E (CKljm+n+p 
m^On^Qp^O {ll)m{l2)n+p m\ n\ p\ 
(1.4.18) 
Fg or FG{ai,auai,Pi,P2,p3;i\,l2n2]x,y,z) 
CO OC' OO 
= T Y" y ^ («l)m+n+p(/?l)m(/?2)n(/^3)p a^" y" ^^ 
, ; tor i^O, i l (7l)m(72)n+p ^ 1 n! p! 
(1.4.19) 
Fs or FK{ai.,a2,a2,Pi,P2,Pini:l2:l'3;x,y,z) 
oo oo oo 
=: V y^ Y" (Q l^)m(Q^2)n+p(/?l)m+p(,/32)« •T'" ?/ P^ 
rhohoh (7l)m(72)n(73)p TTl! n! p! 
(1.4.20) 
-^ 11 0?^  -P'M(ai,a2:CV2,/?i,,52,/?i;7i,72,72;.^',J/,2) 
oo oo oo 
m=0 n=Op=0 
(Ckl),n(a'2)„+p(/3l)m+p(,32)„ x'^ l / 2^ 
(7l)m(72 In+p ml n! p! 
(1.4.21) 
Fg or F/v(ai,a2,a3,A,,'32,A;7i>72,72;37y,2) 
oo 00 oo 
m=0 n=Op=0 
(ftl)m(Q2)n(Q^3)p(/3l)m+p(/?2)n 3:"' t/'' 2^ 
(7i)m(72)n+p rnl n\ p\ 
(1.4.22) 
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Fn or Fp{aua2,ai,l3i,l3i,P2\l\:l2n2\x,y,z) 
OO 0 0 OO 
i,„=op=o iliUl2Up m\n\p\ 
Fw or Fii{ni,Q'.2,ai.JuP2-Ji'r/ul2;l2;x,y,z) 
t ^ h h (7i)m(72)n+p rn\n\v\ 
Fy or Fs{ai,a2,a2,Pi,p2,P3'rn,linuX,'ij,z) 
F]3 or FT(ai,a2,a2,PuP2,P\ll\,li,li;x,y,z) 
OO OO CO 
- V \ ^ Y^ (Ql)m(Q2)7i+p(/Jl)m+;j(.'32)r) • 'g"'?/"^^ M 4 9r^ 
m=0n=0p=0 Ul)m+n+p TU'- n\ JA 
A summary of Lauricella's work is given by Appell and Kampe de Feriet [13]. 
A unification of Lauricella 14 hypergeometric functions Fj, • • •, F]4 of three vari-
ables, and the additional functions HA,HB,HC [86] was introduced by Srivastava 
[77, p.428] who defined a general triple hypergeometric series F^^^x,y, z]: 
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^(3) 
(a) ::(6);(6');(6");(c);(c');(c") ; 
(e) •.•.{g)-{g'y,{g")-{h);{h'y,{h") ; ' ' 
^ ( (a)) ,n+n+p((6))^+n((y))n+p((y0 W ( ( c ) ) ^ ( ( c O ) n ( ( c " ) ) p X"- y" ^^ 
„^, i=0 ((e))r.+n+p((^)).^+n((p'))n+p((5"))p+n.((/l)).„((/^'))n((/i"))p "^! n! p! ' 
(1.4.27) 
with, as usual, (cv) abraviates the array of v4-parameters 
ai,a2---aA, (("))„, = F l M - = 11 S \ • (1-4-28) 
1.5. THE CLASSICAL ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS 
Orthogonal polynomials constitute an important class of special functions in 
general and of hypergeometric functions in particular. Some of the Orthogonal 
polynomials and their connection with hypergeometric function used in our work 
are given below: 
Jacob! Polynomial 
The Jacobi Polynomials P!^'^\X) are defined by generating relation 
oo 
^ P't'\^)tn = [1 + 1/2(.T + l ) r [ l + V2(.x - l ) f (1.5.1) 
n = 0 
Re(a) > - 1 , Re(/3) > - 1 
The Jacobi Polynomials have a number of finite scries representation [67 p.255] 
one of them is given below: 
p(M)^^u _ f (l + a)„(l + a + /3)n+, (x-\\' 
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For P = a the Jacobi Polynomial P^'"'{x) is known as ultraspherical polynomial 
which is connected with the Gegenbauer polynomial C^^^x) by the relation [2; p. 191] 
Pt-\x) = i'+-)ff'''(-\ (1,5.3) 
For a = /? = 0, equation (1.5.2) reduces to Legendre Polynomial P„(x). 
Hermite Polynomial 
Hermite Polynomial are defined by means of generating relation 
oo ^2 
exp{2xt-t') = ^ / / „ ( x ) - , (1.5.4) 
n=0 '^ • 
valid for all finite x and t and we can easily obtained 
'^ .w = gq[(:^i^, (1.5,5, 
Associated Laguerre Polynomial 
The associated Laguerre Polynomial LJ,"^(.T) are defined by means of generating 
relation. 
f:L["Hx)f = ( l -0- ("+^ 'exp(-^) . (1.5.6) 
For n: = 0, the above equation (1.6.6) yield the generating function for simple 
Laguerre Polynomial I/„(x). 
A series representation of IJ^^\X) for non negative integers n, is given by 
"^"^"^ ,^„fc!(n-fc)!(a + ^)!- ^'-'-^^ 
for a = 0, equation (1.5.7) gives the definition of Laguerre polynomial. 
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Laguerre Polynomial L '^*^ (x) is also the limiting case of Jacobi Polynomial 
L5;'(X) = lim Pi"'« 1 
|/J|-»oo a, :i.5. 
HYPERGEOMETRIC REPRESENTATION 
Some of the orthogonal polynomials and their connections with hypergeometric 
function used in our work are given below: 
JACOBI POLYNOMIALS 
It is denoted by the symbols P "^''^ ^ {z) and is defined as 
-n, a + ji + n + l ; 
f^ "w= r> f , 
a + 1 
U.5.9) 
GAGENBAUER POLYNOMIALS 
It is denoted by the symbols C,](2) and is defined as 
-n , 27 + n ; 
cKA--r'i-\F. 1 -z 
7+1 /2 ; 
(1.5.10) 
LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS 
It is denoted by the symbols Pn{z) and is defined as 
- n , n + 1 
1 
\-z ;i.5.ii) 





-n , n + 1 ; 




It is denoted by the symbols Hn{z) and is defined as 
Hn{z) = (22^2^0 





It is denoted by the symbols Ll^\z) and is defined as 
Ll:'\z) = i ^ ^ : F i [ - n ; l + a;z] ;i.5.14) 
KRAWTCHOUK POLYNOMIALS 
It is denoted by the symbols Kn (x; A'', ^ j and is defined as 
/<Jx;iV,^ ^( -A0n2F , 
-n. - x: 
-N: 
1 + (1.5.15) 
MEIXNER POLYNOMIALS: 
It is denoted by the sj'mbols m,i(.'c;/3,c) and is defined as 
mn{x;P,c) = (/?)„ 2F1 
-n, - x\ 
/?; 
1 - c " ;i.5.i6) 
3. SYLVESTER POLYNOMIALS: 
It is denoted by the symbols fn{x;a,b) and is defined as: 






2. CESARO POLYNOMIALS 
It is denoted by the symbols g '^" (^a;) and is defined as 
9l:''Hx) = m + n 
n 
iF, 
—n, 1 1 ^ ) 
-m - n; 
(1.5.18) 
2. GOTTLIEB POLYNOMIALS 
It is denoted by the symbols (Pn{x; A) and is defined as 
^r,ix;X) = e-^\_F, 
-n: — x: 
1; 
:i.5.i9) 
1.6. q-FUNCTIONS THEORY 
The study of basic hypergeometric series (also called q-hypergeometric series 
or q-series) started in 1748 when Euler considered the infinite product {q]q)'^ = 
n (1 - (?"''•')'"* as a generating function for p(n), the number of partition of a 
fc=0 
positive integers. But it was not until about a hundred years later that the subject 
acquired an independent status when Heine converted a simple observation that 
lim [(1 - g")/(l — q)] = a into a systematic theory of 2(/'i basic hypergeometric series 
parallel to the theory of Gauss' 2^1 hypergeometric series. Heine's transformation 
formulas for 2</Ji series and his q-analogue of Gauss' 9^1 (f) summation formulas are 
derived, along with a q-analogue of the binomial theorem, Jacobi's triple product 
identity and some formulas for q-analogues of the exponential, gamma and beta 
functions. 
Apart from some important work by J. Thomae and L. -J. Rogers the subject 
remained somewhat dormant during the latter part of the nineteenth century until 
F. H. Jackson embarked on a life long program of developing the theory of ba-
sic hypergeometric series in a sj^stematic manners, studying q-differentiation and 
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q-integration and deriving q-analogues of the hypergeometric summation and trans-
formation formulas that were discovered by A. C. Dixon, J. Dougall, L. Saalchutz, 
F. J. W. Whipple and others. His work is so pervasive that it is impossible to cover 
all of his contributions in a single volume of this size, but we have tried to include 
many of his important formulas. 
In particular, a derivaton of his summation formula for an s4>7 series. During 
the 1930's and 1940's many important results on hypergeometric and basic hyperge-
ometric series were derived by W. N. Bailey. Some mathematicians consider Bailey's 
greatest work to be the Bailey transform, but equally significant are his nontcrmiiiat-
iug extensions of Jackson's 8(j)^ summation formula and of Watson's transformation 
formula connecting very-well-poised 81^ 7 series with balance ^cp^ series. Much of the 
material on summation, transformation and expansion formulas for basic hypergeo-
metric series is due to Bailey. 
D. B. Sears, L. Carlitz, W. Hahn and L. J. Slater were among the prominent 
contributors during the 1950's. Sears derived several transformation formulas for 
3(/)2 series, balanced 4<?!)3 series, and very-well-poised „+i0n series. 
During the 1960's R. P. Agarwal and Salter each pubhshed a book partially 
devoted to the theory of basic hj^pergeometric series and G. E. Andrews initiated 
his AA'ork in number theory, where he showed how useful the summation and trans-
formation formulas for basic hypergeom.etric series are in the theory of partitions. 
Andrews gave simpler proofs of many old results, wrote review articles pointing out 
many important applications and during the mid 1970's started a period of very 
fruitful collaboration with R. Askey. Thanks to these mathematicians, basic hy-
pergeometric series is an active field of research today. Since Askey's primary area 
of interest is orthogonal polynomials, q-series suddenly provided him and his co-
workers with a very rich environment for deriving q-extensions of beta integrals and 
of the classical orthogonal polynomials of Jacobi, Gegenbauer, Legendre, Laguerre 
II 
and Hermite. Askey and his students collaborators who include W. A. Al-salam, 
M. E. H. Ismail, T. H. Koornwinder, W. G. Morris, D. Stanton and J. A. Wilson 
have produced a substantial amount of interesting work over the past fifteen years. 
This flurry of activity has been so infectious that many researchers found themselves 
hopelessly traped by this alluring "q-disease", as it is affectionately called. 
1.7. q-HYPERGEOMETRIC SERIES 
The basic hypergeometric series or q-hypergeometric series is defined as 





^ y (a;(?)n(6;g)„ ^„ 
—"Q (Q; Q)n{c; q)n 
n = 0 
(A; q)n 
(1 - a)(l - aq)...{l - a ? " - ^ n = 1, 2,... 
is the q-shifted factorial and it is assum.ed that c 7^  g""' for m = 0,1 , . . 
A generalized q-hypergeometric series is given by 
tt], 02, ...,ar, 







with (fj = ^ ^ \ where q^O when r > s + 1. 
q-SHIFTED FACTORIAL 
For negative subscripts, the q-shifted factorial is defined as 
1 1 (g/a)"(?( 
{a;q)-n = (1 ~ag - i ) ( l - a ( ? -2 ) . . , ( i - a , ? - " ) (o(7";g)„ {q/a;q)n 






{a;q)oo = Ylil-aq'') 
fc=0 
[1.7.5) 
for \q\ < 1. 
(«;<?)« = (a;g)oo (a'7";'?)oo' 
:i.7.6) 
(a-^q^-";g)„ = (a;g)„(-G-')"g :i.7.7) 
a;q)n 
< " • ' ' - ' • = ( » - . , ; - " ; , ) , < - ' " " ) ' 
, - l \ f c„ ( T )-nfc 1.7.^ 
(a;(/)„+A; = {a]q)n{aq'';q)k, :i.7.9) 
(ag";(?)fc = {a;q)k{aq''\q)n 
(a; ?)« 
(1.7.10) 
[aq ;q)n-k = 7 r (1.7.11) 
/ 5fc ^ (a.;q)n(a(f;(?)fc 
(ag , q)n-k — • {a]q) 2k 
(1.7.12) 




(a;g)2„ = (a;g^)„(a(j;g^)„, (1.7.15) 
/ „ 2 . „ 2 N _ (a ;g )„ = (a;(7)„(-a;(?)„, (1.7.16) 
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where n and k are integers. 
q-NUMBER 
A q-number (or basic number) is denoted by [a]^  and is defined as 
K = ] ^ , q^l (1-7.16) 
q-NUMBER FACTORIAL 
A q-number factorial is denoted by \n]q\ and is defined by 
W^f[[k], (1.7.17) 
k=\ 
and the corresponding q-number shifted factorial is defined by 
n - l 
H,;n=W\a + k], (1.7.18) 
fc=o 
and 
lim[n]g! = n!, hm[a]q = a, lim[n]<^ ;„ = (a)^ (1.7.19) 
BASIC EXPONENTIAL 
The exponential function for instance has two different natural q-extensions, 
denoted by e,j{z) and E^{z) defined by 
CO ..,(1 
e,{z) := Y. j ^ (1.7.20) 
oo ,[2) 
BASIC TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS 
2^ n=Q {QiQ)2n+l 
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^ n=0 \1' 'ihn 
Stn^i^z) = ^ ^ ^ ^ '^ '., (1.7.24) 
Cos,[z) = M ^ l l A l z M , (1.7.25) 
T H E q - G A M M A A N D q-BETA F U N C T I O N S 
The q-gamma function is defined by Thomae (1869) and later by Jackson (1904) 
as 
^,(^) = / ^ ( l - g ) ^ - ^ 0 < g < l , (1.7.26) 
Heine (1847) gave an equivalent definition, but without the factor (1 -qY~^. When 
z — n + I with n a non-negative integer, this definition reduces to 
r , ( n + 1) = 1(1 + g)(l + g + q')...{l + q + ... + g""^), (1.7.27) 
which approaches n! as g -^ 1". Hence Tq{n + 1) tends to r (n + 1) = n! as g —> 1~. 
Also the c]-beta function is given by 
B,{x,y) = jr^^^^, (1...28) 
T H E q-BINOMIAL T H E O R E M 
The q-binomial theorem is defined as 
i$o(a ; - ;g ,z ) = > —z = - -—, \z\ < I (10.1.23) 
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1.8. GENERATING FUNCTIONS AND INTEGRAL TRANSFORMS 
A generating function may be used to define a set of functions, to determine a 
differential recurrence relation or pure recurrence relation to evaluate certain inte-
grals etc. We define a generating function for a set of function {fn{x)} as follows 
[86; p,78-82]. 
DEFINITION: Let G{x, t) be a function that can be expended in powers of t such 
that 
oo 
G{x,t) - Y.^nfn{x)e ( 1 . 8 . 1 ) 
n=0 
where c„ is a function of n, independent of x and t. Then G(x, t) is called a generating 
function of the set {/n(a )^}- If the set of function {/„(x)} is also defined for negative 
integers n = 0, ±1, ±2, • • •, the definition (1.8.1) maj^  be extended in terms of the 
Laurent series expansion 
oo 
G{x,t) = J2 Cnfn{x)r ( 1 . 8 . 2 ) 
n= —oo 
where {c„} is independent of x and t. The above definition of generating function 
used earlier by Rainville [67, p. 129] and McBride [54, p.l] may be extended to include 
generating functions of several variables. 
DEFINITION: Let G( X] • • -Xk-.t) be a function of {k + 1) variable, which has a 
formal expansion in powers of t such that 
00 
G(Xi,--- /Xk,t) = 5 Z c „ / n ( . T l , - - - , X f c ) r ( 1 . 8 . 3 ) 
n=0 
where the sequence {c„} is independent of the variable Xi,---,Xk and t. Then 
we shall say that G{xi,- • • ,xi:,t) is multivariable generating function for the set 
{fn{xi, • • • ,Xfc)}^o corresponding to non-zero coefficient {c,i}. 
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BILINEAR A N D BILATERAL GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
A multivariable generating function G{xi • • • Xk,t) given by (1.8.3) is said to be 
multilateral generating function if 
fn{Xl'--Xk) - 9lai{n){^l) • • • gkak(n){Xk) ;i.8.4) 
where aj{n), j — 1,2- • • ,k are functions of n which are not necessarily equal. 
Moreover, if the functions occurring on the right hand side of (1.8.4) are equal the 
equation (1.8.3) are called multihnear generating function. 
In particular if 
G{x,lj;t) = Y.^rifn{x)9n{y)t'' :i.8.5) 
n=0 
and the sets {/n(2,')}^o ^^'^ {9n{y)}'^=o are different the function G{x,y;t) is called 
bilateral generating function for the sets {/n(.'c)}J^o i^" {9n{y)}^=o-
If {/n(.x')}^o and {9n{y)}^=o are same set of functions then in that case we say 
that G{x,y\t) is bihnear generating function for the set {/n(-'c)}5^o o'^  {9niy)}^=Q-
EXAMPLE OF BILINEAR GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
( 1 - 0 ^ exp -{x + y)t 
1 - i 
)Fi 1 + a: xvt 
ii~ty 
^ n! L:{X) Ll{y)r 
t^. (1 + Oi)n n.=0 
(1.8.6) 
EXAMPLE OF BILATERAL GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
(1-0 -1 - c - » 1 - t + yt ") exp -xi \-t iF i c; 1 4- a; -
xyt 
[l~t){l-t + yt) 




Integral transforms play an important role in various fields of physics. The 
method of solution of problems arising in phj'sics lie at the heart of the use of 
integral transform. 
Let f{t) be a real or complex valued function of real variable t, defined on 
interval a < t < b, which belongs to a certain specified class of functions and let 
F{p. t) be a definite function of p and t, where p is a complex quantity, whose domain 
is prescribed, then the integral equation 
cP[f{t)-p] = t F{p,t)f{tydt (1.8.8) 
J a 
where the class of functions to which f{t) belongs and the domain of p are so 
prescribed that the integral on the right exists. 
F{p,t) is called the kernel of the transform (t>[f{t),p\, if we can define an integral 
equation 
fit) = jy{t)4>[f{t).,p]dp (1.8.9) 
then (L8.9) defines the inverse transform for (L8.8). By given different values to 
tlie function F{p,t), different integral transforms are defined by various authors like 




J — OD 




£[/(i); p] = / f{t)e-^' dt (1.8.11) 
Jo 




H.[/(i); e] = / f{t)tJ,mdt (1.8.12) 
the Hankel transform of f{t) and regard ^ as complex variable. 
MELLIN TRANSFORM 
We call 
M[f{x); s] = / f{x)x"~'dx (1.8.13) 
JQ 
the Mellin transform of f{x) and regard s as complex variable. 
The most complete set of integral transforms are given in Erdelyi et al. [16,17] 
Other integral transforms have been developed for various purposes and they 
have limited use in our work so their properties and application are not mentioned 




KRAWTCHOUK POLYNOMIALS OF 
SEVERAL VARIABLES 
ABSTRACT : The present chapter deals with a study of Krawtchouk polyno-
mials of several variables. The chapter contains certain generating functions, dif-
ferent classes of generating functions and various elegant summation formulae for 
Krawtchouk polynomials of several variables. 
2.1. INTRODUCTION : 
Let the sequence of functions {S'„(x)| n = 0,1, 2...} be generated by[3] 
°° f(r f) 
E V n 5 , . + „ ( . T ) r = ^Su)Sm[h{x,t)] (2.1.1) 
n=0 I5l'''^i'^jj 
where m is a non negative integer,the Am,n are arbitrary constants and /, g, h are 
suitable functions of x and t. The importance of a generating function of the form 
(2.1.1) in obtaining the bilateral and trilateral generating relations for the functions 
Sn{x) was realised by several authours.For instance,using the generating functions of 
the type (2.1.1) for Hermite, Laguerre and Gegenbaiier polynomials, Rainville [173], 
derived some bilateral and bilinear generating functions due to Mehler Rainville [179] 
(1960, p. 198, eqn(2)).Brafman [20] (Rainville [179] 1960, pp. 198, 213). Hardy-
Hille (Rainville [179] 1960, p. 212 Theorem 69) and Meixner (Rainville [179] 1960, 
p. 281 eqn. (24) ).Making use of their definition (2.1.1), Singhal and srivastava 
[182], prove the following general result on bilateral generatng functions: 
\h(r f\ -JlL Y^Sn{x)a^{yr = f{x,t)F\h{x,t), (2.1.2) 
where 
F[x,t] = ^a„5n(x)t" (2.1.3) 
n=0 
the ttn y^ 0 are arbitrary constants and fJ„(y) is a polynomial of degree n in y defincid 
by 
^n(y) = X^^^ f^c."-*^ z^*" (2.1.4) 
fc=0 
Later, by using the same formula (2.1.1), Srivastava and Lavoie [198] generalized 





where q is an arbitrary positive integer, the a„ 7^  0 are arbitrary constants, and 
(7^ ('(/) is a polynomials of degree [n/q] in y defined by 
[n/g] 
'^liy) = J2 akAgk,n-qk y^ (2.1.6) 
A—0 
For a further generalization of the bilateral generating function (1.5), see Sri-
vastava and Lavoie [198], Chatterjea [29] used the Singhal-Srivastava [182] definition 
(2.1.1) in a different direction. He gave the following extension of (2.1.2): 









is a bilateral generating relation, a„ / 0 are arbitrary constants and gn{y) are 
arbitrary classical polynomials or functions and 
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(^n{y,z) = Y. akAk,n-k9k{y) 2* (2.1.9) 
fc=0 
Making use of the Singhal-Srivastava [182] definition (2.1.1), they gave the 
following generalization of the Chatterjea's formula (2.1.7) [Agarwal and Manocha[3] 
1980, p. 190, theorem 2] 





^l^,r[X)y)^\ 7 ^ 0'n,T'^rn\p"jyn+fJ^ 
n=0 
(n/r) 




Here, as well as in what follows, r is an arbitrary positive integer, // is an ar-
bitrary complex number, o„,^  ^ 0 are arbitrary constants and gfi{y) are arbitrary 
functions of order //. Hence Qn+iiiy) will be an arbitrary functions of order n + /x, 
where n is non-negative integer and /i is an arbitrary complex number.The bilateral 
generating function (2.1.10) is contained as an obvious special case, in a substantially 
more general result due to srivastava [182]. In an earlier paper in 1982, A. K. Agar-
wal and H.L.Manocha [3] derived trilateral generating functions for the Gottlieb, 
Meixner, Cesaro and Generalized Sylvester polynomials. 
LAGRANG'S EXPANSION FORMULA 1 ([199]): 
If (f){z) is holomorphic at z = ZQ and i^{z^) ^ 0, and if 
Z = Z[) •+• W<p{z), 
29 
(2.1.1.3) 
then an analytic function f{z). which is holomorphic at z = ZQ, can be expanded as 
a power series in w by the Lagrange formula[Whittaker and Watson (1927), p. 133] 
CO ^n 
f[z) = j{zo) + Y. -~[Dr'{n^)\mT}) i.=.o. (2.1.14) 
n = l ' ' • • 
where D^ — d/dz 
If we differentiate both sides of (2.1.14) with respect to w, using the relationship 
(2.1.13), and replace f'{z)(j){z) in the resulting eciuation by f[z), 
we can write (2.1.13) in the form [cf. Polya and Szego (1972), p. 146, problem 
207]: 
^^•^ -ETT^"{/W[^WnUo, (2.1.15) 1 - iu(i>'{z) ^^ n! 
which is usually more suitable to apply than (2.1.14). 
'?oi(j){z) ~ 1, both (2.1.14) and (2.1.15) evidently yield Taylor,s expansion 
/ ( , ) = f ; ( i _ ^ / W ( , „ ) , (2.1.16) 
where, as usual, 
„=o '^l 
/(")(zo) = D:{f{z)] U,„ 
THEOREM 1 ([199]): 
Let the function F{z) be holomorphic on a domain D of the complex z-plane, 
and define 
Uz) = l,K\{<^z + 6)"F(z)}, D, = -^, n = 0,1,2, (2.1.17) 
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where a a,nd b are complex constants such that \a\ + \b\ > 0. Also let {A„} be any 
sequence of complex numbers for which 
i?- ' = lim su-p\Xn\^''" (2.1.18) 




exists and is positive. 
Suppose further that 
{n/N\ 
^n= E UrJ^ ^^ '^ ' 
k=0 Nk, 
for some positive integer N and some complex number w. 
Then 
(2.1,20) 
E n^/"(^ r = ^f :wiv . (~^^ 
n=0 fc=0 at, 
wt N 
(1 - at) N (2.1,21) 
for some domain in the complex t-plane that includes the origin. 
2.2 K R A W T C H O U K POLYNOMIALS: 
The Krawtchouk polynomials is denoted by Kn (x; N, ^ j and is defined as [34] 
Kn X-N; 





which can also be written as 
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(2.2.2) 
We define the polynomials K.^ (x;N, ^j by tiie generating relation 
n=0 \ *?/ 
(2.2.3) 
PROOF OF (2.2.3): 
E/c(x;iv,nr = EE'"^"''^ ^"^"'^ ^ ^"^'^'^^ -
n=0 qj ^o7^o{n~ry.r\{-N)r\ p 
^ ^ p"+'-(-iV)„+.(-x).(-(p+ ./))'• ^„^, 
oo oo n 
^j:?:iz%i£±rMz£)rH(p + ,)rr 
n=0 r=0 n! r! (-iV), 
CX3 OO „ n 
EE'^^^=^^;i5^^(-np+,»'." 
n=Or=0 ni ri 
[ - ^ r 
= E^H(p + 9))'T «> f _ / A r 
r=0 n=0 n! 
r=0 '"'• 
i^ o r\ \pt-l ^ 
(1-pt ) yv 1 -
p i - 1 
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^{l-pt)^-^{l+qt) 
Starting, as usual, from (2.2.3) we get the following formula of the type (2.1.1) 
for the polynomials Kn (x; N,'^) : 
(2.2.4) 
PROOF OF (2.2.4): 
t t i " ' t " ] K n . r ( x - N , ^ ] t - v ' 




n! r! = LLV;:r*"+M"''^ ':l'"''' 
^SSK^^H^^"'?)'""^"-
n=0 \ '?. 
= ( l - p ( t + t;))'^-(l + g(t + .;))-^  
= ( l - p t - p u ) ) ^ - ^ ( l + qf + qtO)^  
= (( l -pi)-p^)) '^-^(( l + gt) + g'.))^ 
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( i - p ^ r ^ ( i + , t r ( i - . ^ l " ' f i + .'" 
i-pt l + qt 
^{l-ptf-'{l + qtY{l- pv{l +qt) [l-pm^qt) 
N-x 
{l + qt){l-pt) 
^ ^ ^ ' V^n H Qi^-Pt)) {l + qtni-pty r=0 
Equating the coefRcient oft''' we get (2.2.4). 
which provides us with the basic tool to deduce the following theorem on trilateral 




n=0 V *?/ 
(2.2.5) 
be a. bilateral generating function. Then the following trilateral generating relation 
holds: 
Y^Kn x;iV,^k!7(y,z)t" = (i - p t ) ^ - ( l + gt)^ 
n=0 V *?/ 
XX, 
r,M g ( l - p t ) ' " ' \{l-pt){l + qt)^ (2.2.6) 
where, as well as throughout this chapter, 
34 
(2.2.7) 





P\ [n) kj.n 
S £ "" K- "' -,) (n-rkmr^-'^-'^V)^''' 
n=0 fc=0 
p\ {n + rk)\ . , fc^„,.,fc 
E "*,,,,,„ (!,)z'f* £ f" + '^'*j A'„,, TT; W. ?j t" 
*r=0 17, = 0 
k=0 
(1 - pi)'^-(l + qtr E a,,,/C. fx; N, ^ f i±^ ) ,^+,(y) 
A;=0 q{l-ptl 
L V ( i - p O ( i + gO, 
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l-ptf-'^il + qtYX, r.p p[l+qt) l-pty^' Ul-pt){l+qt) 
which proves(2.2.6) 
From (2.2.4) we define the following generating relation 
n=0 \ "?/ 
fc=o \ 9 ( 1 - p i ) 
wt A'l 




2.3. CLASSES OF GENERATING FUNCTIONS: 
Let M and R be arbitrary constants. Then the polynomials K^ (x; N,^) defined 
by (2.2.3) above satisfy the following generating relations: 
tK,.L,v.Mr,H),.=';:^f;:'!!:5^"-'(^~->" ("IJ 
n=a 
Mpu{l ~ pu)~ 
PROOF OF(2.3.1): 
We know generating function 
Kjx-N,ne^{i-ptf^^{i+qtr {^) 
Expanding the function on the R.H.S. of (i) by Taylor's theorem. 
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P\.n 
QJ n=0 L 





Replacing A^  by A'' + Mn in (ii) we get 
oo Jn 
n=0 
i^„ k N + Mn, q r = E [ ^ {(1 - pi)^'-^(l + qtni - P 0 " ] ' 7 J,^„^ im) 





u = n! l - u 0 ' ( t ) ' (/)(t) (^^) 
Here 
f-l \ qj 1 - /.(p'^ u) 
n=0 
/(n) = ( l - p u r - ( l + q u r 
M 
^{u) = {l-pu) M 
(p'{u) ^ -(p{u)Mp{l ~pu)~ 
Therefore (v) becomes 
£^(...M.^)..';:^f;:^irr. .'-(>--)" 
71=0 Mpu{l - pu)" 
£ /^ j2 ; + M?7,;iV,^ jt" 
l-Mv[p{l-pvy^ + qil + qvy-^' ^ /^  ^ v -^7 
M (2.3.2) 
PROOF OF (2.3.2): 
We know generating function 
Kjx;NAr = {l-ptf~-{l + qtr {^) 
Expanding the function on the R.H.S. of {i) by Taylor's theorem. 
n=0 \ yy n=0 





Replacing x by a; + Mn in (ii) we get 










We know that the Lagrange's expansion formula; 
E 
71 = 0 
-ifimityn m V — J^^^n! l-v^'{ty ^{t) (iv) 




/ ( « ) - ( l - p < - ^ ( l + g )^ 
Ml^ I „„.\M {v) = {l-pv)-"{\ + qv) 
(l)'{v) = (l){v)M[p{l - pv)-' + g(l + qv)'^] 
Therefore (v) becomes 
Y,Kn[x + Mn- iV, ^ I t" 
n=0 
{l-pvY-''{l + qvY Mt^ r „„,^A/ 
1 - Mv\p{\ - pv)-i + (?(1 + qvY^\ - w = t( l -pw)-* '( l + H 
?i; = i ( l - p 2 f ) ' ' - ' " ' ( l + 9 « ; ) 
^0 \ QJ 
{l-piuy-'^il+qwY 
1 - w[{M - R)p{l - puj)-i + Mq{l + qiu)-^]' 
PROOF OF (2.3.3): 
We know generating function 
Kjx-N,^e = {i-ptf"-%i + qty 





-{{l-ptr-%l + qtr 
t=0 
(n) 
Replacing x by x + Mn and N by N + Rn in (ii) we get 
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Y,Kn lx + Mn;N + Rn,-]e 
n=0 \ 9 
n=0 
d" 
-^  {(1 - ptf~^{i+qtni ~ ptf-''{i+cjtrr} i" 
Jt=o n! 
(in) 
We know that the Lagrange's expansion formula 
{fitmm w m w — ^^„n! l - i ( ; 0 ' ( t ) ' (/)(t) (ju) 
£ i ^ J x + Mn; iV + i?n, ^ ) r = — ^ ^ ; 
n=0 
i = w (j){w) {v) 
Here 
f{w) = {l-pwY^-''{l + qwY 
R~Ml^ , „„ , , \A/ (/)(w) = {\-pivy^--^'\l + qw) 
cf>'[w) = 4>{iu)[[M - R)p{l - ptw)-^ + Mg(l + g-t«) 
Therefore (v) becomes 
y Kn\x + Mn;N + Rn.-]e 
(l-pwf-^il + qw)^ R-Mfi 1 „.,.\M 




We shall mention below some interesting particular cases of our result (2.3.3). 
(i) Taking i? = M in (2.3.3) we get 
y Knlx + Mn;N + Mn, - ] t" 
.^0 V QJ 
{l-pwf-^il + qvj) 
1 - wMq{\ +qw) 
(ii) Taking R — 0 and w is replace by v in (2.3.3) we get 
(-, w^t{l + qwr (2.3.4) 
J2Kn(x + Mn; N,^]i 
[i-vvr-{i+qvr , = t{i-pvr''{i+qvf (2.3.5) 
1 - Mv[p{l - pvy^ + q{l + qv)~^ 
(iii) Taking M = 0, and w is replace by u in (2.3.3) we get 
t /C U N + Rn, ?] r = (1-F.r;(l+^^)-^ „ ^ ,„ _ p.„y, p.j.,, 
(iv) Taking M = 0, i? = 0 and u; = i in (2.3.3) we get 
yx^ U;iV,^ h" = {l-ptf~^{l + qtY (2.3.7) 
n=0 \ 9 / 
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2.4. SUMMATION FORMULAE FOR KRAWTCHOUK POLYNOMI-
ALS: 
The following summation formulae are easily derivable from known results in 
view of the relationship (2.2.3): 
Kn U + X,- N, + N2, -]=J2 ^ " - U'^ ^1' - ) ^^r U; iV2, -
(2.4.2) 
K^[x-,N,+N2/-]=Y. p ^ ^ 2.4.3 
Kn U+X2;2{Ni+N2),^] = t.Kn U:N^ + N2,n Kn-r f.X2; M +/V2,-j 
(2.4.4) 
(n + l)Kn+i U N, ^] = | ] /<„_, L yv, ^] {f+\x ~N) + i-iy-q'-^'x} (2.4.5) 
(2.4.6) 
PROOF OF (2.4.1): 
^.^,(M-iV).p'-ir„_.(x;M/-)^^ 







r=0 '• n=0 
= {l~pt)-'"+''{l-ptf-='{l + qt) 
= {l-ptf~%l+qtr 
^ 0 V QJ 
Equating the coefficient of t" we get (2.4.1) 
PROOF OF (2.4.5): We have 
Kn{x:N,^t'' = {l-ptf-'il + qty 
Differentiating both sides of {i) with respect to t we get 
f K^ (x- N, ^ j ne-' = | { ( 1 - P^)''"'(l + ^^T} 
(1 - ptf-%1 + qtr{p{x -N){1- pty' + xq{l + qt)-'} 
J2 Kn I X- N, ^] r{pix - //) Y^ipty + xq Y^i-qf)} 
n=0 V 5 / r=0 r=0 
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Ti=Or=0 \ 9/ 
V\ f^r+l. 
n=Or=0 \ '? / 
Equating the coefficient of i" we get (2.4.5) 
2.5. KRAWTCHOUK POLYNOMIALS OF TWO VARIABLES: 
We define the Krawtchouk polynomials of two variables Kn (x,y] N,—,'^) as 
follows: 
K„ \x,y;N,—,— 




-n : - X] -y; 
-N 
1 + ^ , 1 + ^ 
Pi P2 
(2.5.1) 
which can also be written as 
Qi Q2 
-EE [-7V)„ {-x)r {-y)s f-{pi+qi)y f-{P2 + q2y r=o .=0 {-N)r+s{n - r - sy.rlsl \ p^ 
The following generating relation hold for (2.5.1) 
P2 
(2.5.2) 
f^Kjx,y;N,^,^\f- = {1 ~ p,P2tf-^'"{l+P2qitni + Pig2ty. (2.5.3) 
n=0 \ '71 9 2 / 
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P R O O F OF (2.5.3): 
n=0 V 91 92 7 
oo n n~r /„ „ \n T T T (P1P2)" {-N)n {-X)r {-y)s (-{Pl+qi)\ (-{P2 + q2)Y ^n 
n=0 7^Q7^(i {n-r~s)\r\ s\{-N)r+s \ V\ P2 
V V f (PlP2)"+-+- ( - i V ) n + r + . {-X)r {-y)s (-{Pl + Ql)] '" / - b 2 + 9 2 ) \ " , „+ .+ . 
nt^o^eoii; n ! r ! . ! ( - i V U I Pi M P2 / 
£ E ^ - % T r ^ ( - P 2 t ( P l + '?l))^(-Plt(p2 + q2)r t ' ^^ J '^^"(PlP2t)" 
r=Os=0 r! s! n=0 n! 
g g ( x U ^ ^^-(-p,^(p,+gO)^(-Pi^(P2+g2))-(i-PiP2t)^—-
=0^=0 r! 5! 
= (1 -plpit) N P2t{pi +q\] 
1 - PiP2t 
l-h 
Plt{P2 + Q2) 
1 ~ piP2i 
(i-PiP2t)^-"-ni+P2<?iO"(i+Pig2t)^ 
which proves(2.5.3) 
Starting, as usual, from (2.5.3) we get the the following formula of the type 
(2.1.1) for the polynomials K„ (x, y; N,f^,f^ 
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E[^k) "^+^ H ' ^ ' t ' S ) "^ ^ (i-piP2t)'^ - '^-^-^(i+P29itr''(i+Pig2tr^ 
xi^ , x,?j;A^,-— TT'-Tl TV 2.5.4) 
V 9l 1 -PlP2^ 92 1 -PlP2t) 
PROOF OF (2.5.4): 
E L ^ \Kn+r[x,y;N,--,~ t V 
r I \ ' Qi q2 
;^o V 91 92 / ,=0 ^' ^ 
rtT) V 9l 92/ 
= {i-PiP2{t+v)f'^-y{i+P2qi{t+v)r{i+pMt+v)y 
'I-P1P2O ''(1+P2'?ii) (1+Pig2tf U - 1 7 1 + 1 -piP-it \ i+P2qit. 
x ( l + ^^ '^ ^^  V'' 
1 + Pig2i, 
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^0 \ f/1 l - P l P z t <?2l-PlP2i 
{I - PiP2tyii + Piq2tyii + P2qity 
Equating the coefficient oft;'' we get (2,5.4). 
which provides us with the basic tool to deduce the following theorem on mixed 
trilateral generating functions for the polynomials Kn (x,y]N,—,^] . 
THEOREM 3: Let 
^r,ii .Ti,,T2,A', —,—,y, i 
91 92 n=0 
EL El 
9 1 ' <?2 
J2 an,ijKrn XuX'^] N, '^ , '-^ ] Qn+AyY'' (2.5.5) 
be a mixed bilateral generating function involving Krawtchouk polynomials of two 
variables and another one variable polynomial g„+fi{y)- Then the following mixed 
trilateral generating relation holds: 
Pi P2 
^ K, .Ti, X2; iV, - , ^ 1 n 7 ( y , zr = (1 - PiP2tr-''-'Hl+P2qityHl+Piq2tr 




.xi, X2, iV, —7; , — 7 7 — — T ,y,z (?l(l -p iP2i ) ' 92(1 - P l P 2 i ' ' \ ( 1 -P lP2t ) ( l+P29l t ) ( l+Pl ' ?20 / 
(2.5.6) 
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PROOF OF (2.5.6): 
^ 0 V 91 92, ' 
i/r] 
J2KJX:,X2;N,^,^] ^ rja,.,<7,+,(y)zMf 
n=0 91 92/ li^Q Vk^ 
oo ["/r) 
n=0 k=0 
Pi P 2 \ n ! , „ 
Qi <?2/ ?^  - rA;)!(rfc)! 
n=OA;=0 V gi ' 92/ {rk)\{n)\ 
fc=0 n=0 
E ak,^9k+^,{y)z^t'^'' Y.\ i,' \ ^^^+rk { XuX2] N, —,—\ t 
9 i ' <72. 
k=0 
N-xi-X2-rk/-[ 1^  „ „ j.\xi—rk l+P2Qitp-
x{l+p,q2ty^-'''Krk xuX2;N, Pi{l+P2qit) P2{l+piq2ty 
91(1 -PlP2t)'' ^2(1 -P\P2t , 
- (1 -p,P2i)"-^'^-^^Hl +P29ii)'^^''(l +P1720'-' 
Pl(l+P2'7lO P2(l+Pl(Z2i)^ 
fc=0 V <7l(l-PlP20 92(l-PlP2i 
^9k+M ["^ - P\V2t){l + P2q\t){l + piq2t)^ 
- (1 -piP2t)^"-'-^'Ml +P2<?itr(l +Pig2i)^^^ 
Y \ M Pi(l+P2gi^) P2{l+Piq2t) 
xX,.p Ix],X2, N, —y-^ — 7 ^ , —T; - T T ' y - 2 
q\{l-piP2ty q2{l-piP2t' ' {{l -PiP2t)il + P2qit)il + Piq2t) 
which proves(2.5.6) 
From (2.5.4) we get the following formula of the type (2.1.21) for the polynomial 
^ n ( x , y ; i V , ^ , | 
^0 \ 91 q2j 
^ > . . / Ar P^i^+P2qit) P2{l+Piq2t) wt N i 










' 'n+ Nik^ 




sr \ r^ I Ar Pi 1+P2<7ii) P2{l+P\q2t) 
2^ XkKN.k X, y; N, —- - , — - — — — 
tl. \ Qi{l-PiP2t) (?2 l - P i P 2 i k=0 
Wt Ni 
.(1 -PlP2i)^ ' ( l +P2?li)^ '( i +P192O Ni 
2.6. SUMMATION FORMULAE FOR KRAWTCHOUK POLYNOMI-
ALS OF TWO VARIABLES : 
The following summation formulae are easily derivable from known results in view 
of the relationship (5.2); 
(2.6.1) 
Kn { Xi + X2, Vl + 1/2; Ni + /V2, —, — 
fyi 92, 
y Kn-r Xi, yilNi,—, — Kri -^ 2, 2/2; A^ 2, —, — 
V 91 92/ V 9i 92, r=0 
(2.6.2) 
Kjx,y;Nr + N2A--






= ZKnix,,y,;N,+N2A,-]Kn-r X2,y2;N,+N2A,-] (2.6. 
{n + l)Kn+i ix,y]N,—,^ 
^E^^n-^r {x,y;NA,~]{{PiP2y-'\x+y-N)^-lY{p2q,Y^'x+{-lY{p^q2r'y} 
r=0 V ^1 ' ?2/ 
A-^  . x , y ; y V M , ^ , ^ U X : ^ - ^ ^^  ^ ^ ,, ^  '^ ^-^ (2.6.6) 
' <7i 92/ ,t^ ( n - r ) ! 
P R O O F OF (2.6.2): 
Vr Pi P2\,n J2 Kn X, + X.,, y, + y ;^ A^ i + A'2, - , - f 
= (l-piP2^)^''^"'''''^~^'^'"'=^'''^''''^(i+P2<7li)"'+"'(l+J»l920'''''' 
= (l-piP2i)^'-" '" 'ni+P29l0-' '(H-pl92i) '"(l-PlP20' ' '" ' '" '=(l+/ '2'7l0"ni+Pl920' '^ 
; S V 9i 92/ ,=0 V 9i '?2/ 
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„=0r=0 V 91 '?2/ V 91 92/ 
Equating the coefficient of i" we get (2.6.2) 
PROOF OF (2.6.4): 
X: K„ Ui + X2,yi + y2;2(A i^ + N^), ^ , ^ t" 
n=0 V 9l 92/ 
-- (1 _pjp2^)2(^i+W2)-(xi+.T2)-{yi+y2)(l +p2(?]f )^ '+^^( l + P ] g 2 0 ' ' ' ^ ' - ' ' 
:i -PlP2t)''''+^'^'-^'~^^(l +P29l<)"Hl +Pl92t)'-^' 
.(1 -piP2t)(^'+"'^)-^^-^ni +P2gii)'"(l +Pl92t)'^^ 
X : i ^ „ U i , 2 / 3 ; i V i + i V 2 , ^ , ^ r X ^ ^ r .T2,y2;iVi + i V 2 , - , - f 
n=o \ 9i 92/ =^0 V 91 92/ 
£ f: K^ fxi, yi; iV, + iV^ , ^, ^^] K. L , ^2; A^ i + A^ 2, '-^, ^ ) i""^ ^ 
n=Or=0 9i 92/ V gi 'h 
„=0r=0 \ 9l 92/ V 9l 92/ 
Equating the coefficient of i" we get (2.6.4) 
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2.7 KRAWTCHOUK POLYNOMIALS OF THREE VARIABLES: 
We define the Krawtchouk polynomials of three variables Kn [x, y, z; N,^,^,^ 
as follows: 
V <?i Q2 qs n\ 
xF 
-n:: - ; X, y, 2, 
-N :: 
1 + ^ , 1 + ^ , 1 _ , ^ 
Pi V2 VZ 
1 ) ) 
(2.7,1) 
which can also be written as 
n n—r n—r—s K { jv El ?! P^] =\^ 'sr "\-^ {v\P2ViT{~N)n{-x)r{-y)s{-z)k 
-(Pi + 9 i ) V /'-(P2 + <72)V /'-(Pa + gs)^ 
Pi P2 P3 
(2.7.2) 
The following generating relation hold for (2.7.1) 
71 = 0 
^ Kn X, y , z; N., Pl^  P2 P3K„ 
(ji' Q2' qs I 
= (1 - PlP2P3i)' '-"-^-'(l + P2P3gi^)"(l + PlP3g2i)'(l + PlP2?3^)^ (2.7.3) 
Starting, as usual, from (2.7.3) we get the the following formula of the type 
(21,1) for the polynomials /f„ {x,y,z;N, a , a_ a^ 
J] "t''W„.Jx.,,z;W/^ ,?i,?ilt" 
n=0 Qi Q2 qs, 
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= (1 - prnPsty-'^-^-'^'il + P2P3qitr~''il + PiP3q2ty"'{l + pmq^ty 
xK (x ~. A,r Pi(^+P2P3giO P2{1 + PiP3q2t) Psjl + PiP2q2t)\ 2^ 7 4) 
which provides us with the basic tool to deduce the following theorem on mixed 
trilateral generating functions for the polynomials /C„ (x,y,z;N,'^,—,^ 
THEOREM 4: Let 
X, 
r,ii 
.J Pi P2 P3 , 
qi 92 93 71 = 0 
= ^ an,f,Krn Xi, .X2, X3; A ,^ ^ , —, ^ j p n + r ( y ) i " Pi P2 P3 
<?! ' ?2 ' 93 , 
(2.7.5) 
be a mixed bilateral generating function involving Krawtchouk polynomials of three 
variables and another one variable polynomial gn+n{y)- Then the following mixed 
trilateral generating relation holds: 
g K„ (,ri, .T2, X3; iV, ^ , | , 1 ) n^/{y, z r 
n=0 
= (1 -PiP2P3tr~'''"'''-'-'{l+P2P3qitr'{l +PiP3q2tni +pmq3tT 
xX. 
r,ii 
^ piji + P2P3qit) P2{i + p\P3q2t) P3{i + pmqst) 
' g i ( l - p i P 2 P 3 i ) ' 9 2 ( 1 - P 1 P 2 P 3 O ' 9 3 ( 1 - P i P 2 P 3 t ) ' 
i y 
;i ~PlP2P3i)(l +P2P39lt)(l +^1^3920(1 +PlP2q3t)J 
(2.7.6) 
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From (2.7.4) we get the following formula of the type (2.1.21) for the polynomials 
^0 \ <?! 92 qsj 
{l~-piP2P3tr-''-'-'{l+P2Pzqitni+pmq2tni+PiP2q3ty 
\^ \ I/- / .J Pi P2 P3 
S ) \ 91 92 qs, 
wt"'^ 
[I - PiP2P3t)''^{l + P2P3qit)''^{l + PiP3q2t)'''{l + pmq^t)^' 
where >!„ is given by (1.8) of this chapter. 
(2.7.7) 
2.8. SUMMATION FORMULAE FOR KRAWTCHOUK POLYNOMI-
ALS OF THREE VARIABLES : 
The following summation formulae are easily derivable from known results in view 
of the relationship (7.2): 
Kr, ix,y,z;N,~,—,— 
\ qi 92 qs, 
__ " {M - NUp,P2PzYK^~r [x, y, z- M, ^ , g , g ) 
(2.8.1) 
Kn xi + X2,yi + y2, zi + ^2; Ni + N2, —, —, — 
\ 9i 92 qs. 
\^ I^ AT P^ -^ 2 P3\ r^ .J Pi P2 P3 \ ,^ ^ ^^  
2_^K„_r x i , y i , 2 i ; i V ] , — , — , — I Ar (2:2,2/2,^2;JV2,—,—,—1 (2.8.2) 
r=0 \ 
9i 92 qs, 9i 92 qs, 
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T^ I AT < M P^ P2 P 3 
Q\ Q2 g s = E 
^ {N2)r{PlP2P'iYKn-r (x,y, Z] A^l, Pi 21 Ei 91 ' 92 ' 93 
r=0 
(2.8.3) 
Kn ( xi + X2, y\ + y2, -zi + Z2] 2{Ni + A^a), —, —, — 
qi Q2 Q3 
Pi P2 P3 Pi P2 P3 
^ K „ X],yi,zi;A^i + A ^ 2 , ~ , — , — / C - r X2,y2,^2;A^i + A^2,—,—, 
, t^ V gi 92 93 / V 91 92 93, 
(2.8.4) 
( n + l ) A „ + i jx,77,z;/V, — , — , — ) = l^Kn-r .x,y,z; A/, —, — , — 
9i 92 93/ r^ 9i 92 93, 
.{(PlP2P3)''+'(x+y+2-iV) + (-l)'(p2P39l)'+'x-+(-l)'-(;;iP392)^+'y+(-l)^(PlP293)''+'2} 
(2.8.5) 
V 91 92 93, 
li, (A^(l - N%.r{pmv,T-'Kr[x,y, z- N, ^ , g , | ) E 
r=0 





MEIXNER POLYNOMIALS OF SEVERAL 
VARIABLES 
ABSTRACT : The present chapter deals with a study of Meixner polynomials 
of several variables. The chapter contains certain generating functions, different 
classes of generating functions, various elegant summation formulae and generat-
ing functions associated with the Stirling numbers of the second kind for Meixner 
polynomials of several variables. 
3.1. INTRODUCTION : 
Generalized functions occupy the pride of place in literature on special func-
tions. Their importance which is mounting everyday stems from the fact that they 
generalize well-known one variable special functions namely Hermite polynomials, 
Laguerre polynomials, Legendre polynomails, Gegenbauer polynomails, Jacobi poly-
nomails, Rice polynomails, Generalized Sylvester polynomails, Meixner polynomials 
etc. All these polynomails are closely associated with problems of applied nature. 
For example, Gegenbauer polynomails are deeply connected with axially symmetric 
potentials in n dimensions and contain the Legendre and Chebyshev polynomials as 
special cases. The hypergeometric functions of which the Jacobi polynomails is a 
special case, is important in many cases of mathematics analysis and its appUcations. 
Further,Bessel functions are closely associated with problems possessing circular or 
cylindrical symmetry. For example, they arise in the study of free vibrations of a 
circular membrane and in finding the temperature distribution in a circular cylinder. 
They also occur in electomagnetic theory and numerous other areas of physics and 
engineering. 
DEFINITIONS: 
Following the work of Riordan [I8l](p.90 et seq.),one denotes by S{n,k) the 
Stirling numbers of the second kind, defined by 
1 A, ...^Jk^ 
'5(^ .^ ) = ^ E ( - 1 ) ' " ^ U / (3-1.1) 
j = 0 
so that 
and 
1 (n = 0). 
5(n,0) = <( (3.1.2) 
0 (n sN) 
S{n, 1) = 5(n,n) = 1 and S{n,n - 1) = 
Recently, several authors (see, for example, Gabutti and Lyness [52], Mathis and 
Sismondi [170],and Srivastava [193]) considered various families of generating func-
tions associated with the Stirhng numbers S{n,k) defined by (3.1.1).We choose to 
recall here the following general results on these families of generating functions, 
which were given by Srivastava [193]. 
THEOREM 1 ([193]): 
Let the sequence {Sn{x)}'^:^o be generated by 
Y^{ ^ J5„+fc(x)t^ = /(,T,t){5(:r,t)}-"5„(Mx,i)) 
:ne/Vo:=iVU{0}), 
where / , g and h are suitable functions of x and t 
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Then, in terms of the Stirhng numbers S{n, k) defined by (3.1.1), the following 
family of generating functions holds true: 
Y^ k^SkiHx, -z)) — — - = {fix, ~z)}-' J2 k^-S{n., k)Sk{x)z' (n e TVo), 
(3.1.3) 
provided that each member of (3.1.3) exists. 
THEOREM 2 ([25]): 
Let A{z), B{z) and z~^C{z) be arbitrary functions which are analytic in the 
neighborhood of the origin, and assume that 
.4(0) = 5(0) = C(0) = 1, (3.1.4) 
Define the sequence of functions {/l"H-''^ ')}^o by means of 
OO 71 
A{z)[B{z)rexp {xC{z)) = Yl fi^^^)--. (3.1.5) 
• n = 0 ^ • 
where a and x are arbitrary complex numbers independent of z. 
Then, for arbitrary parameters A and y independent of z, 
y^" ^ "^  '^n! l-({A[5'(C)/5(C)]+yC'(C)} ^'-'-'^ 
where ( is a function of t defined by 
(^tmfexpiyCiO) (3.1.7) 
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3.2 MEIXNER POLYNOMIALS: 
The Meixner polynomials is denoted by mn{x;P,c) and is defined as (see[34]) 
mnix;P,c) = {P)n2Fl 
- n , - x; 
/?; 
l - c - i (3.2.1) 
which can also be written as 
'"»<^^''-^'= S *!(n-*).(,()), I c - ' (3.2.2) 
where / 3 > 0 , 0 < c < l and x = 0,1, 2,. 
Agarwal and Manocha [3] defined the polynomials 'm„(.T; /?, c) by the generating 
relations. 
oo ±n ^ -J--.X 
J2m^ix;P,c)- = 1 - - (1 - t)-^-'-\ \t\ < min{l, \c\ 
n=0 n! 
(3.2.3) 
(n e iVo; |t| < rrwn{l,|c|}) 
The following generating function is well-known [192], p.443, problem 5(ii). 
n=n n! 
wt N 
( 1 - t ) ^ 
(3.2.5) 
By applying Theorernl, one immediately obtain the following generating func-
tion for the Meixner polynomials defined by (3.2.2); 
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£ ^m, (x; /?, ^ ) ( ^ ) ' = (1 + ^ )^ +'5 (l + ^) ' ' E Sin, k)m,{x; /?, c)^ '= 
fc = 0 '"• ^ ^ + Zj\l + Zy s ^ / ;,_() 
(3.2.6) 
(n e TVo; |2| < min{l, \c\}) 




//,.,Jx, P, c, y, t] = Y, an^„mrn{x:, /?, c)g„+ ,^(y)7—TJ (3-2-7) 
n=0 V^^j-
be a bilateral generating function. Then the following trilateral generating relation 
holds: 
Y^mn{x-J,cWf{y,z)- = ( l - - j (1 - t ) - ^ - ' ' ^ . , . [^ ••/?> Y^^.y^^ ( ^ T ^ j 
(3.2 
where, as well as throughout this chapter, 
h/'-l / \ 
n:ny,z)=Y.[^}^y-'>^^.9k-,Ayy- (3.2.9) 
3.3. CLASSES OF GENERATING FUNCTIONS: 
Let 7 and 5 be arbitrary constants. Then the polynomials mn{x]p,c) defined 
by (3.2.3) above satisfy the following generating relations: 
r ( i - ^ ) ' ' ( i - u ) - ^ - ' ^ 
Em„(.r;/3 + 7n , c ) - - ^ ^ '^ —^- , (3.3.1) 
^0 ^- l - u 7 ( l - t i ) 1 
where n is a function of t defined by 
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u = t{l~u)-\ n(0) = 0, 
PROOF OF (3.3.1): 
We know generating function 
OO LTi y J-sX 
n=0 
Expanding the function on the R.H.S. of (^ ) by Taylor's theorem. 
n OO 
n=0 '"• n=0 
Replacing /3 hy P + -yn in (ii) we get 
s{(-:r'-"-'- t=0 n! (^^) 
OO I??, OO jn f / f\ ^ '\ i^ 
We know that the Lagrange's expansion formula: 
E 
n=0 
{fitmm w" /(o n\ 1 - n(?!)'(f)' u — f=0 0(t) (zi;) 
Here 




(u) = (l-u) 
4)'{u) = 7(1 - u) - 7 - 1 
Therefore we get (3.3.1) 
t" 
«=o ^ l - ^ 7 [ v ( l - ; ) ^ + ( l - " ) -1 
(3.3.2) 
where y is a function of t defined by 
v = t ( l - - \ {l-v)-\ u(0) = 0, 
P R O O F OF (3.3.2): 
We know generating function 
0 0 ^71 , J..X 
n=0 n\ 
(}) 
Expanding the function on the R.H.S. of {%] by Taylor's theorem. 
j -n 00 
y^m„(x;/3,c)— = ^ 
n ' t ' - n n=0 n=0 £{(-c,M-')- •a ; - /? t" t=0 n! U^  
Replacing .x by x + 771, in (ii) we get 
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r ^ m „ ( x + 7n;/?,c) — 
71 = 0 n\ 
E 
n=0 L 
I^K-D'"-)-^ i - J ( i - , r t=o r n! 




{/W[<^(^)j"} f{t) V = 
«=0 n! l-v(p'{t)' (l){t) 
(iv) 
Here 






4/(^u) = 4>{v)^ =1(1-^) . , - „ , -
Therefore we get (3.3.2) 
n=n 
(3.3.3) 
where u; is a function of t defined by 
w = t \ \ - - ] ^ (1 - w)-^--\ w{{)) = 0, 
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P R O O F OF (2.3.3): 
We know generating function 
5 : r n „ ( x ; / ? , c ) - = 1 - - ) (1 - i)"^"^ 
n=0 n! 
i^) 
Expanding tlie function on the R.H.S. of (i) by Taylor's theorem. 
n=0 L SK' -^)"- ' ) -" Y,m.n{x;P,c)- = J2 n = 0 '''• n = 0 





V m„(x + jn; /? + 5n, c) — 
r::^ n! 
n=0 
n=0 l^{(-D"<'-"-" i_iy(i_t)-(7+^-) t" «=0 n! 




dt -jmimr} w m 10 t=0 n! l - w ( / ) ' ( i ) (/)(t) (lu) 
Here 
> m„(x + 7ri;(i + 6n,c)— = 7—^7; 
rz^ n! 1 - i(p'(ii;) 
i = to 
n=0 <l>{w) 
W / ( ^ ) ^ ( 1 _ _ ) ( 1 _ ^ ) -T- / i 
{v) 
0 ( u . ) = ( l - ^ ) ' ( l - H ~ ^ ' ^ ' ^ 
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(f)'{w) = <t>{w) - ^ ( l - - ^ ) " ' + (7 + 5 ) ( l - ^ ) - ^ 
Therefore we get (3.3.3) 
PARTICULAR CASES: 
We shall mention below some interesting particular cases of our result (3.3.3). 
(i) Taking 5 = 7 in (3.3.3) we get 




^ — ^ ^ - ^ - - - - io = t[l--) {l-w)-'-^ (3.3.4) 
l - i y [ f ( l - f ) - i + 27(l-uO-^J' V cj 
(ii) Taking 5 = 0 and w is replace by v in (3.3.3) we get 
^ m „ ( x + 7n;/:;,c) 
n=0 n! 
( l - ^ ) " ( l - i ; ) - ^ - ^ / vy 
= i - . 7 i ^ { i - ? ) - + ( i - " ) - r " = H ^ - c J <>-"'" 
(iii) Taking 7 = 0, and '«; is replace by u in (3.3.3) we get 
(3.3.5) 
f (1 - A"" (1 - u)-^-'' 
^ m„(x; /:? + ()n, c)— = ^ " ——, u = t{l-uy 
(iv) Taking 7 = 0, J == 0 and w = t in (3.3.3) we get 
(3.3.6) 
00 j . n / j - x i 
^ m „ ( x ; A c ) - = 1 - - (1-f ) -^-^ 
n=0 n! 
(3.3.7) 
3.4. SUMMATION FORMULAE FOR MEIXNER POLYNOMIALS: 
The following summation formulae are easily derivable from known results in 
view of the relationship (3.2.3): 
m„(x; p,c)^Yl( (/^  " 7)rm„_r(.x; 7, c) (3.4.1) 
mn{xi+X2;Pi + 02,c) = Y.i \m.n-r{xi]Pi,c) mr{x2]f32,c) (3.4.2) 
r=0 vJ 
" ^n 
m „(.r; A +/?2,c) = ^ ']{P2)rnin-r{x;,6i,c) (3.4.3) 
r=0 \ ^ 
m„(x-i + X2; 2{pi +p2),c) = J2\ mn-r{Xl]Pl + p2, c) m.r{x2] Pi + p2, c) (3.4.4) 
r=0 VJ 
m„+i(.T; p,c) = J2\ "-• '^ '"-'•(•'^ ; /^> c)\{x + p)- -j^ \ (3.4.5) 
r=0 \ / 
m„(x;,57,c) = Y. T (/?(7 - l))n-.m,(x;/?,c) (3.4.6) 
r=0 \^/ 
PROOF OF (2.4.1): 
~ " (/?-7)rm„_,(x;7,c) ^ y^ v^ (/3-7)rm„(3:;7,c) 
2 ^ 2 ^ j.\(n-TV ^ L^l^ ^1^1 
n=Or=0 ' • y'' ' r 7j.=0r=0 ' ' "-
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00 j.r CO j.n 
r=0 r! n=0 
( l - f ) - ' ' + ^ ( l - i ) - ^ - ^ ( l - - f 
c 
= ( l - t ) - " - ^ ( l - - f 
c 
= Vm„(a;;/?,c) — 
Equating the coefficient of i" we get (3.4.1) 
3.5. MEIXNER POLYNOMIALS OF TWO VARIABLES: 
The Meixner polynomials of two variables is denoted by m„(2;, y; /?, c, d) and are 
defined in terms of Kampe de Feriet double hypergeometric functions as (see[13]) 
follows: 
mn{x,y;p,c,d)= (/3)„ F 
P 
•-r; - y ; 
i-c-\i-d- (3.5.1) 
which can also be written as 
r=Os=0 iPjr+s^i Si 
where /? > 0,0 < c < 1,0 < c/ < 1 and .-r = 0,1, 2 and ?/ = 0,1, 2 
The following generating relation hold for (3.5.2) 
t / t\ / t\" 
Y^mn{x,y-f3,c,d)- = {I - ty^'-'^'y il --) 1 - - ,\t\<min{l,\cl\d\) 
n=Q " • \ cj \ a; 
(3.5,3) 




f " — (/?)„ (-l)-^-(-x). (-y), n!(l - c-^)-(l - r ' ) -
nt^ortjli^o ( A + . n ! r ! 5 ! ( n - r - s ) ! 
- - - (/?)„+,.+.(-x).(-y).,(c-^ - lY{d-' - ly 
°° =« (-a;),(-y), fi(i - 1))' {t{\ - 1))' ~ r 
r = ( ) i - = ( ) ' • '^ ' 71=0 "•• 
= Ei: (-xM-!/).(ta-l))'(t(^l))'^^ _ ^j_,_.._. 
<-''-s^(^);?„^(^: 
n^  =<'-'!""'"" (^-D^-^) 
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which proves (3.5.3) 
Starting, as usual, from (3.5.3) we get the the following formula of the type 
(2.1.1) for the polynomials mn{x,y] P,c,d): 
°° /" / f\^/ i \ y I r — i A — i^ 
„^o "• ' \ cj \ d) \ 1-t 1-t^ 
P R O O F OF (3.5.4): 
oo oo j n k 
k=Qn=a "•• ^• 
2_^ mr,{x,y;P,c,d)—^ 
ri=0 "-• fc=0 '^- ^ ^ 
E rn,,{x,y-p,c,d)-[l->r~ 
n = 0 ' ' • ^ ' " 
2_^  m„(.x-,y;/?,c,d) •— 
71 = 0 '^-
(1 _(,+„))-.-.:-» fi_(i±^yfi-(i±^' 
Ha-o-.))—»(i^-:-^) ( i - ^ ^ ) 
u-r-Mi-)7i-^yfi- "^""' 
(3.5.4) 
cJ \ dj \ 1 - t / \ c-tj \ d-t 
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(1 -0 -P~x-y ^-^fi^-n-^h^'i^/r k=0 t n\ (1 -tf 
Equating the coefficient off'' we get (3.5.4). 
Which provides us with the basic tool to deduce the following theorem on mixed 
trilateral generating functions for the polynomials m„(x, y\ [3, c, d) 
THEOREM 4: Let 





be a mixed bilateral generating function involving Meixner polynomials of two vari-
ables and another one variable polynomials gn+fiiv)- Then the following mixed 
trilateral generating relation holds: 




c -t d - t I t 
•^ •i, xo] p,',—:,:;—:, y, z 
l - t ' l - r \ - i 
(3.5.6) 





n=0 \ic-0 V'''^ / / ^• 
71 
oo [n/r] 
Yl Yl 'irin{xi,X2:J,c,d) 
n=0 /t=n (n - rky. rk\ "^ '^ nl 
oo cxD j n 
^ ^m„+r/c(xi,X2;/?,c,ci)-ya;,:,^,^;,+,,(2/)2'' fV/c! 
n=Ok=0 " " 
j-r/c 00 oo j-rK oo ^ 
fc=0 rA;! 71 = 0 n! 
j.rk 
•/3-I1—X2—rfc tv / tv^ c-t d-f 
'-c) ['-d) - 'M-i . -^i /^^ ! _ , > ! _ , 
^(l-t) --^-W,_J(i_^)V. ^ c-t d-t ( t ^'' xuX2,p,-—-,-—-,y,z 
1 - t ' l - r " \l-t 
w hich proves(3.5.6) 
From (3.5.3) we get the following formula of the type (2.1.21) for the polynomial 
mn{x,y;(3,c,d) 
X:^4„m„(.T,?y;,(5,c,ri)-=^l--j [l --j (1 - i)~^^^"^ 
oo \ 
E /i/c / C t d t 
fc=0 
wt w 
: i - ^ ) w 
(3.5.7) 
where An is given in (2.1.20). 






n \ , , , . . r Afcu;'m„(x,y;/5,c,ci) — 
, A'A,'/ n! 
n=0 fc=0 iV;t! n! 
L ATM l^rnn+Nk{x,y\(5,c,d)-
k=0 • ' ^ " " n=0 n! 
' -B^O-^)""-' - •x-y-f} '£^ "^ ^^ "^ '''^ '1 c - t (i - i' - t ' l - t wt w (1-ty 
By applying Theorem 1, we immediately obtain the following generating function for 
the Meixner polynomials defined by (3.5.2): 
fllA;! V l + z l + z / V l + 2: k=a 
^+y+0^^ ^l\ 'Vi + f^  
= (1 + zf+y+i" 1 + ^ S{n,k)rnk{x,y;P,c,d)z'' (3.5. 
fc=0 
(n c A^o; l^ i < min{l, |c|, \d\}) 
3.6. SUMMATION FORMULAE FOR MEIXNER POLYNOMIALS 
OF TWO VARIABLES : 
The following summation formulae are easily derivable from known results in view 
of the relationship (3.5.3): 




rrinixi +X2,yi +y2;Pi +/?2,c,(i) = Y ]m.n-r{xi..yuPi,c,d) mr{x2,y2]P2,c,d) 
(3,6.2) 
mn{x,y]Pi+f32,c,d)^Yl( ]W2)rmn-r{x,y]PuC,d) (3,6.3) 
r=0 vJ 
r=0 V'" 
m„(x-i+a:2, yi+]/2; 2(,5i+/32), c, d) = X! ( ^  )m„_r(a;i, ?/i; /3i+/32, c, d) mr{x2, y2\ P\+P2, c, d) 
(3.6.4) 
mn+i(x,y;/?.c,cf) = XI ( ^  J '^ ^ rnn-r{x,y; P,c,d) Ux + y + P) - - ^ - — | 
(3.6.5) 
mn{x,y,p-(,c,d) = J2\ \{P{l - i))n-rmr{x,y\P,c,d) (3.6.6) 
PROOF OF (3.6.2): 
oo j.n 
y ninixi + X2,yi + y2] P\ + p2, c, d) — 
n=0 
= h _ i ] ( 1 - - ) ( 1 - t)-^(^'+^2)+(!/i+y2)}-(/3,+,32) 
= ('-sJ ('-5) a - )—*(• - ' ) (1--I) ( i - r — 
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CO j . n CO ± 
J2mn{xi,yi;pi,c,d)— ^m^(x2,y2;/32,c,d)-
Tl=0 n! r=0 r! 
"" X ] ^ " ' i n ( - ' C l , J / i ; / ? l , C , d ) mr{x2,y2]P2,C,d) 
n=Or=0 n! r! 
^ ^ m„_r(xi, 2/1; A, c, d) mr{x2, ^2; /?2, c, d)- r 
n=Or=0 n — r ! r! 
Equating the coefficient of i" we get (3.6.2) 
3.7 MEIXNER POLYNOMIALS OF THREE VARIABLES: 
The Meixner polynomials of three variables m„(.x, y, z; P, c, d, a,) are defined in 
terms of Kampe de Feriet triple hypergeometric functions as (see[13]) follows: 
mn{x,y,z;p,c,d,e,) 
= {P)nF 
-n :: - ; 
0y. 
x\ -y\ -z ; 
) 5 J 
l-c~\l-d^\l-e-^ (3.7.1) 
which can also be written as 
mn{x,y,z]P,c,d,e,) 
(/?)^(-n),+,+fc(-x),(-y),(-z)fe(l - c-'YJl - d-y{l - e-'f 
r=0 s=0 k=0 {p)r+s+kr\s\k\ 
(3.7.2) 
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where /? > 0,0 < c < 1,0 < d < 1,0 < e < 1 and .T = 0,1,2 y = 0,1,2 and 
2== 0,1,2 




=. (1 _ t)-/3-x-,-. ^1 _ i y 1^1 _ ^J (l-^J, \t\ < mzn{L |c|, |d|, |e|) (3.7.3) 
Starting, as usual, from (3.7.3) we get the the following formula of the type 
(2.1.1) for the polynomials m„(a:,i/, z; P,c, d,e,): 
^^m.n+k{x,y,z;p,c,d,e) — 
n=o "•! 
,l_,)-.-*-.-,-.(,_n7l 'yf i_M'„J, .„ , ,^ , , - ' d-t e-t 
cj \ dJ \ ej ^\ ' " ' " ' 1 - f l - t ' l - t J 
(3.7.4) 
T H E O R E M 5: Let 
i^r,;i[-'Ci,.X2,X3,/?,c,(i,e,t/,/;] = ^a„,^mr.„(xi,X2,a;3;/3,c,d, e)(7„+,,(y)— (3.7.5) 
n=0 
be a mixed bilateral generating function involving Meixner polynomials of three 
variables and another one variable polynomials g„+;i(?/)- Then the following mixed 
trilateral generating relation holds: 
X:m„(x-,X2,X3;/?,c,d,e)n;:'^(y,z)- = ( i - f ) - ^ - i - ^ ^1 - - j (^ i - --j f i - -
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a 
j(^ •'— ^ ^ 
xK r,ti 
c - t d - t e — t ( t 
' ' '^ ' 1 - t 1 - t 1 - t "^  V l - t (3.7.6) 







xrriNk \x,y,z\P, c - t d — t e — t 1 -Vl-Vl-t 
wt' 
; i - i ) N 
(3.7.7) 
By applying Theorem!, we immediately obtain the following generating function for 
the Meixner polynomials defined by (3.7.2): 
~ fc" / ^ c + z d + z e + z\ / z ^'' 
l^Tj^k \Xi,X2,Xs]P,——,—--,—--- — — 
r^/c! \ l + zl + zl + z \ l + z k=Q 
= (!+; 
cj \ d/ \ e 1 + - 1 (1 + ;;) ( l + l ) X] 5'(n,/c)mfc(xi,X2,X3;/:/,c,Q!,e)x /c=0 
(3.7.8) 
(n e A^ o; l-^ l < rrdn{l, |c|, |d|, |e|}) 
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where /1„ is given in (2.1.20). 
3.8. SUMMATION FORMULAE FOR MEIXNER POLYNOMIALS OF 
THREE VARIABLES : 
The following summation formulae are easily derivable from known results in view 
of the relationship (3.7.2): 
m„(x, y, z; 13, c, rf, e) = ^ (/? - 7)^m„_r(x, y, z\ 7, c, d, e) 
r=o y I 
(3.8.1) 
m„(xi + X2, yi + y2, i^ + 22; A + /52, c, d, e) 
" ^ t 
Y^i ]mr,-r{^uyi,Zi;Pi,c,d,e)mr{x2,y2,Z2]p2,c,d,e) (3.8.2) 
r=0 V'" 
mn{x,y,z]01 + 132,c,d,e) = J2 [ ^ ]{P2)rmn^r{x,y,z;Pi,c,d,e) (3.8.3) 
r=0 
m.„(xi +X2, yi + ?/2,21 + ^2; 2(/?i + /32), c, d, e) 




~^ AA , o J \ i t o\ ^ y ^ V ( j n! mn-r{x, t/, z; f3, c, d, e) Ux + y + z + (i) f^,\r) . . - , v^ , . ," ->r - ,^ ,^ , - , ^ , . , , _ _ , ^^^j ^^^^ ^^^j 
(3.8.5) 
mn{x,ij,z;P'y,c,d,e) = Y.\ ]{P{l -'^))n-rmr{x,y,z;p,c,d,e) (3.8.6) 
3.9. M E I X N E R POLYNOMIALS OF s-VARIABLES 
The Meixner polynomials of s-variables are defined as follows; 
rn„(.Ti,X2,...,a:^;/3,Ci,C2,...,c,) 
n n- r i n - r i - r2 - . . - r5 (/^)n( "•)ri+r2+..+r, Fl ("S^jOr^ H (1 ^ C^- )''•' 
= ^ ^ ... ^ '=' , =^^  . (3.9.1) 
. ,=0r2=0 r,,=0 (/?),j+,2+..+,, n {rjV-
where/?> 0 , 0 < Q < l,z = l,2,3...s,.Xj = 0,1,2... and j = 1,2,3... 
The following generating functions holds true for the Meixner polynomials defined 
by (3.9.1) 
oo j.n s / J. \ 2'j 
5]m„(x'i,X2,...,.x,;/3,Ci,C2,...,c,)- = (1 - f ) " ' ^ — • ^ • - - ^ ' J ] 1 " -
(3.9.2) 
<mtn( l , |c i | , | c i | , . . , | c , | ) 
oo ffi " / t \ ''''' 
^m„+, (x i ,X2, . . . ,x , ;Aci ,C2 , . . . , c , ) - -= ( l - 0 - ^ - ^ ^ - ^ - ^ - - ^ ^ ' ^ n l - T 
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ruk ixuX2,...,Xs]P 
Ci — t C2 —t Cs ~t 
' 1 - t ' 1 - t ' " ' l - t (3.9.3) 
t" 
^ Anmn{XuX2, ...,X,\ P, Ci, C2, ..., C,) — 
n=0 n! 
= (1-0 -/3-.T1 - X ] -..-a,-,. M ^ ^ A, 
f ' • • ' 1 - i 
u;t' 
(1 -0 yv (3.9.4) 
k=0 
—-rrtfc .T].X2, ...,Xs]B, . — Ci + Z C2 + Z Cs + Z\ f Z 
+ 2 I + Z / Vl + 2 
= (l + Z \Xl+X2 + .. + Xs+0 n l + ~ Z ] 6'(n,A;)mA:(.'Ci,a:2,...,.r,;/?,ci,C2,...,c>,)2'' 
j=l \ ^3 J fc=0 
(3.9.5) 
(?i £ iVo; |2| < mm{l, |ci),]ci|,... |cs|}) 
3.10. SUMMATION FORMULAE FOR xMEIXNER POLYNOMIALS OF 
s-VARIABLES 
The following summation formulae holds for the generating functions(3.9.2): 
m„(xi,.r2,-..,-'C5;,5,Ci,C2,...,c,) = ^ (/3-7)rm._r(3;i,x'2, •••,a:,s;7-,C], cj, ...,c,.) 
(3.10.1) 
m „ ( X i + X2, Xi + X2, ••XI-+X2; A + / ^ 2 , Cl, C2, . . . , Cs) 
= X ] \mn-r{xi,Xi,..Xi;Pi,C-i,C2,...,Cs)mr{X2,X2,..X2;P2,Ci,C2,-,Cs) 
r=0 \ ^ / 
(3.10.2) 
n^ 






'>T^n+l\Xl, X2, . . . , X^; p , Cl, C2, . . . , Cs) 
r=0 
= Y^\ n! m„_r(xi,X2,...,.x,.;/3,ci,C2,...,Cs) 
^ 1 3:2 










CESARO POLYNOMIALS' OF SEVERAL 
VARIABLES 
ABSTRACT: The present chapter deals with a study of Cesaro polynomials of 
several variables. The chapter contains certain generating functions, mixed bilateral 
generating functions and mixed trilateral generating functions. 
4.1. INTRODUCTION : 
The Cesaro pol5'nomials is denoted by g^\x) and is defined as (Chihara [34]) 
-n. 1: 
5i'"'w = r^"]^F^ X 
- m - n; 
(4.1.1) 
which can also be written as 
^" ^^^ m\n\ k'o^-'-i~rn-n)r ^ ^ ^ 
Agarwal and Manocha [3] defined the polynomials (?™(x) by the generating relation. 
J2glr\x)e = {l-t)-^'\l-xtr\ (4.1.3) 
n=0 
which is easy to derive from (4.1.1) 
Starting, as usual, from (4.1.3) one gets the following formula of the type (2.1.1) 
for the polynomials 5^(x) : 
£ ( "^  t ^ ) i?a(-)^" = (1 - ^-"^-"'^(1 - -i^'P ( ^ ^ ) (4.1.4) 
which provided them with the basic tool to deduce the following theorem on trilateral 
generating functions for the polynomials <?™(x) : 
THEOREM 1: Let 
YTA^. 2/. ]^ = E (^nAn\x)9n+M^'' (4.1.5) 
n=0 
be a bilateral generating function. Then the following trilateral generating relation 
holds: 
oo 





1 -Xt - , y , 2 1 - ^ 
(4.1.6) 
where, as well as throughout this chapter, 
"••'-'%?. ft) a'k:ii9k+n{y)z''• (4.1.7) 
4.2. CESARO POLYNOMIALS OF TWO VARIABLES: 
We define the Cesaro polynomials of two variables g^\x,y) as follows: 
g^rK^.y) 
, n I 
- n : 1; 1; 
- m - n : —; —; 
a--,y (4.2.1) 
which can also be written as: 
.!r'(^ ,«) = ^^Ei:<-! ' - '^'- ' !^>' . -
m!n! 
The following generating relation hold for (4.2.1) 
(4.2.2) 
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Zglr\x,yr = ( l - t ) - ^ - ' " ( l - . T t ) - i ( l - y t ) - ^ (4.2.3) 
n=0 
PROOF OF (4.2.3): 
;^o ^Or=o.=o m!n!(-m-n),+,r!s! 
" „^Or=o.=o m\n\r\s\{-m - nUs{n - r - sf ^ 
f f f (m + n + r + .)!(-l)-+-^ .^^ ,^ „ ,^^ ,. 
n = 0 '"••"• r = 0 ,5=0 
= ( i - t ) - ^ - ' " ( i - x O - ^ ( i - y t ) - ^ 
Starting, as usual, from (4.2.3) we get the the following formula of the type 
(2.1.1) for the polynomials ^^(x,?/): 
E r t USl(x,y)r==(i-t)—i-ni-xt)-^(i-yt)-^ 
-^•(4^.^) <-) 
PROOF OF (4.2.4): 
fc=On=0 \ '^  / fc=On=0 "'•^• 
oo n I 
19t\^^yrt^-^{^r 
n=0 fc=0 '^- ^ 
n=0 
^{l-[t + v))-'-'^{l-x{t + v))-\l-y{t + v)) - 1 
(i-r-'»(i-.xr'(i-!/r'(i-™V"7i-T^r'fi "" - 1 l-tj V 1 - x t y \ l-yt 
( i - t ) - -™(i - . t ) - ( i -yt ) - ( i - -^V"'"f i ''^'"'^ l - i / V (l-^^)(l-0. 
xfl ^^(^-^) V^ ( l - y t ) ( l - t ) . 
(1 - i)---(l - .t)-(l - ytr E 5i™' f ^ ^ , '-^^^\ r A 
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Equating the coefficient of v'' we get (4.2.4). 
which provides us with the basic tool to deduce the following theorem on mixed 
trilateral generating functions for the polynomials g^^'^\x,y). 
THEOREM 2: Let 
K,;.[a;i,a^2,y,t] = ^a„„,,5^™'(xi,X2)5„+r(y)t" (4.2.5) 
n=0 
be a mixed bilateral generating function involving Cesaro potynomials of two vari-
ables and another one variable polynomials (7„+ (^y). Then the following mixed 
trilateral generating relation holds; 
oo 
^ g\r\xux^W/{y,zy = (1 - f)—^(1 - x,t)-\l - x,ty' 
n=0 
xYr, 
xi{l-t) a-2(l - t) 
1 - .Xjt ' 1 - X2i ,y.z \~t 





E E 9^^\^i^^2) 1^ ^2^;^^^^^^^ak,^gk+i..{y)z''t" 
n=0 k=0 (n - rk)\{rk)\ 
E E^SU:^i,--2)|?r^a,,,5...(y).'=r-^ 
-f:^^.9^^M^'t'' t (''I'l &{^^,^2)t 
k=Q n=0 rk 
/c=0 
XPrfc 
(m) ' x i ( l - t ) 3 :2 (1 -0 ' 
I - Xit ' 1 - X2t 
(1-0—^(l-x,0-(l-.20-^ £ a U ? ( ^ y ^ , ^ Y ^ ) 5...(y)WY^)? 
A:=0 
= (i-i)-"^-Hi-^iO~Hi-^20"'n,, , i ; i ( l - t ) . T 2 ( l - 0 / i \'" , 7 / , 2; 
1 - Xi?; 1 - Xji! \ 1 - t 
which proves (4.2.6) 
4.3. CESARO POLYNOMIALS OF T H R E E VARIABLES: 
We define the Cesaro polynomials of three variables g^\x,y, z) as follows: 
g\'^\x,y,z) 




-m — n :: ~\ 
1;1;1; 
) 1 5 
x,y,z (4.3.1) 
which can also be written as. 
glrH^.y,^) = {m + n)\j^ g " y ^ H^)i±£± i^MMl) .^^ Y^fc 
mini r=0 s=0 /c=0 ( - m - n)r+s+kr\s\k\ 
(4.3.2) 
The following generating relation hold for (4.3.1) 
oo 
Y,glr\x,y,zr = {l-t)-'-^\l-xt)-\l-yt)-\l-zt)-\ (4.3.3) 
n=0 
Starting, as usual, from (4.3.3) we get the the following formula of the type 
(2.1.1) for the polynomials gl^\x,y,z): 
t(^''''^''^9'::^dx,y,^r-{l-t) -m-l-k {l-xt)~'{l-yt)-' 
^ ^ '^^  \ l-xt ' l~yt ' 1-zt (4.3.4) 
which provides us with the basic tool to deduce.the following theorem on mixed 
trilateral generating functions for the polynomials gll^\x,y,z). 
THEOREM 3: Let 
YrAxi,X2,y,t] - J2a,^^^gl';^\xi,X2)gn+r{yW' (4.3.5) 
n=Q 
be a mixed bilateral generating function involving cesaro polynomials of three vari-
ables and another one variable polynomials gn+,i{y)- Then the following mixed 






Xi{\-t) X2{l-t) 3:3(1 - t ) 




GENERALIZED SYLVESTER POLYNOMIALS 
OF SEVERAL VARIABLES 
ABSTRACT : The present chapter deals with a study of generalized Sylvester 
polynomials of several variables. The chapter contains certain generating functions, 
different classes of generating functions, various elegant summation formulae,mixed 
bilateral generating functions and mixed trilateral generating functions. 
5.1TNTR0DUCTI0N: 
The Sylvester polynomials is denoted by i\{x) and is defined as (see[34]) 
X" 






which can also be written as 
Agarwal and Manocha [3] defined the polynomials /„(x;a), where a ^ 0 is an arbi-
trary constant, by the generating relation. 
oo 
^ / „ ( x ; a ) r - ( l - t ) - ^ e " - ^ * (5.1.3) 
n=0 
which is easy to derive from (5.1.1) 
They called the polynomials /„(a:; a) generalized Sylvester polynomials in view of 
the relation. 
fn{x] 1) = (j)n{x) (5.1.4) 
where ^„(.r) is the S3dvester polynomial (see Rainville [179]). They verified that 





and obtained the following generating relation 




1 — axt 
(5.1.6) 
Starting, as usual, from (5.1.3) one gets the following formula of the type (2.1.1) 
for the polynomial fn{x; a) : 
E [ "" ^ M fn+k{x;ar - (1 - tr''e^^'h{x;a{l - t)) (5.1.7) 
which provided them with the basic tool to deduce the following theorem on trilateral 
generating functions for the polynomial fn{x]a) : 
THEOREM 1: Let 
ZrA^, a, y,t] = Y, o-n,Jrn{x] a)gn+t,{y)f' (5.1.8) 
n=0 
be a bila.teral generating function. Then the following trilateral generating relation 
holds: 










It is interesting to mention here that if one considers the generating relation (see for 
instance Erdelyi etal [46]) 
n=0 
(5.1.11) 
one finds that the generalized Sylvester polynomials have the following relationship 
with the modified Laguerre polynomials: 
/„(x;a) = (-l)"4-^-")(ax) (5.1.12) 
The aim of the present chapter is to generalize further Sylvester polynomials of one 
variable and then to its two and three variables analogues and finally obtain gener-
ating function and results similar to Agarwal and Manocha [3] for these generalized 
Sylvester polynomials of several variables. 
5.2. FURTHER GENERALIZATIONS: 
We further generalize the Sylvester polynomials of one variable /„(x;a, 6) as 
follows; 





where 6 =4 0 is an arbitrary constant, when a-1 and 6 = 1 then (5.2.1) becomes 
fn{x; 1,1) = (/)„(x) (5.2.2) 
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we call the polynomials /,i(x; a, h) generalized Sylvester polynomials in view of the re-
lations (5.1.4) and (5.2.2). For a = 1 and b replace by a (5.2.1) becomes A.K.Agarwal 
and H.L.Manocha [3] generalization of Sylvester polynomials given by (5.1.5). 
The following generating relations hold for (5.2.1) 







1 - bxt 
(5.2.4) 
Starting, as usual, from (5.2.3) we get the following formula of the type (2.1.1) 
for the polynomial /„(x; a, 6) : 
E I ^ ' I ) /n+fc( ;^ «. ^)^" = (1 - tr'^-'e'^'Ux; a, 6(1 - t)) (5.2.5) 
which provides us with the basic tool to deduce the following theorem on trilateral 
generating functions for the polynomial fn{x]a,b) : 
THEOREM 2: Let 
Zr.i,[x, a, b, y, t] ^  Y, a„,^/r„(x; a, b)gn+^{y)t'' (5.2.6) 
n=0 
be a bilateral generating function. Then the following trilateral generating relation 
holds: 
Y^Ux-a,bWf{y,z)e - [l-ty^'^-e'^-'Zr^, 
n=0 




5.3. CLASSES OF GENERATING FUNCTIONS: 
Let c and d be arbitrary constants. Then the polynomials /„(x; a, b) defined by 
(5.2.3) above satisfy the following generating relations: 
Y,fn{x;a,b + cn) i" 
n=0 1 - cxu 
u = te" 
PROOF OF (5.3.1): 




Expanding the function on the R.H.S. of (i) by Taylor's theorem. 
{^) 
n=0 
J2fn{x-,a,b)e = Y^ 
n=0 




J2fn{x]a,b + cn)e = ^ 
n=0 n=0 
- a x 6x£r ca ; f ln \ 







dt" {mmm n" /(t) ^ ^ ^ n ! l - ^ ( / ) ' ( t ) ' <f>{t) [iv) 
Comparing {Hi) and (iv) we get 
/(t) = (1 - ty^e"''', 
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(/.(t) = e' cxt 
(j){t) = cxe cxt 
?\xit^u 
f{u) = (1 - u)-''^e''^", 
(u) = e^ "^, 
(/)» = cxe^^", 
<P{u) 
~< 1 - cxu 
n=0 
Y,Ux + cn-a,b)r = - \ , / w . /.!' v^til-vy^'-e'^ (5.3.2) 
PROOF OF (5.3.2): 
We know generating function: 
X:/n( :z ; ;a ,J*)r-( l - i )~-V- ' (i) 
n=0 
Expanding the function on the R.H.S. of {i) by Taylor's theorem. 
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n=0 n—O n 
Replacing x by x + en in (ii) we get 
di _ { ( l _ t ) - a v - t } i =0 




We know that the Lagrange's expansion formula: 








Comparing {in) and (iv) we get 
—ax„bxt /(f) = ( l - t ) — e 
^(t) =. (1 - i)-'^ =e''^ \ 
Put t = V 
(t)'{t) = (1 - f)-''"e'"^*[ac(l - t)-i + be] 
ax„bxv /(^) = (1-^;)—e' 
(^ (v) = (1 - v)~'''e'"'\ 
<j)'{v) - (1 - i;)-°'=e''"^[ac(l - vY' + 6c], 
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1 _ yY'^^-e^^'' 
y fJx + cn\ a, b) t" = ;— ^ , , , . 
^ 0 1 - v[ac{l - v)-^ + be] 
v = t(l- v)-'"=e'"'' 
J2 In X + en; a, 11" 
'l^ioy^'e'"" 
n=0 x + cnj I - w[ac{l - w)-^ + d]^ 
ac„dw u; = i ( l -u i ) -" ' e ' 
(5.3.3) 
P R O O F OF (5.3.3): 
We know generating function: 
Y^Ux-a,br^{l-tr^''e bxt 
n=0 
Expanding the function on tlie R.H.S. of {i) by Taylor's theorem. 
{^) 
Y.Ux-a,b)e = Y. 
n=0 n=0 
c/" 




Replacing x by x + en and b by ^ | ^ in (ii) we get 





We know that the Lagrange's expansion formula: 
n=0 -{/w[#r} Jt=0 
fit) 
1 - U,'(/)'(t) ' w 0(t) (zw) 
Comparing {Hi) and (iw) we get 
—axj)t / ( i ) = ( l - t ) — e 
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dt 
( '^(i) = ( l - i ) - V [ a c ( l - t ) - ' + d ] 
Put t = -u; 
bw f{w) = {l-wr^^e 
(u;) = (l-t«)-"'^e'", 
(l)'{w) - (1 - u;)-°V'"[ac(l - wy' + d]., t = w (p{w) 
X: / J .T + en- a, — — r = \ , / , , •!. w = t{l-w)-'''e'^ 
^ y x + cnj I - w[ac{l - w)^ + d\ 
5.4. SUMMATION FORMULAE: 
The following summation formulae are easily derivable from known results in 
view of the relationship (5.2.3): 
;„(,;,.i) = f ^ M i I _ 5 ) % ( 5 M (5.4.1) 
r=0 
PROOF OF (5.4.1): 
g j . {x(fe-c)}7n-.(:r;a,c)^„ ^ ~ ~ {x(6 - c)}7„(a;;a,c)^„^, 
n=Or=0 '"^  n=Or=0 ^-
r-=0 ' • n=^0 
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Equating the coefficient of i" we get (5.4.1) 
r=0 
/„(x + y;a,5) = J]/„_,.(x;a,6) fr{y\a.,b) (5.4.2) 
PROOF OF (5.4.2): 
J2 Y. fn-r{x] a, b) fr{y; a, b)e = J ] J^ fnix] a, b) fr{y; a, b)f j.n+r 
r=Or=0 r = 0 r = 0 
= X]/"(^;«'&)^"E/'-(y;«'^)^' 
n=0 r=0 
a.T ^bxtr^ _ 4-\-ay byt {I - t)'"^ e'^'il - t)-^y e 
= n - ty^^^^y'^ gK^+i^ )t 
n=0 
Equating the coefficient of t^ we get (5.4.2) 
/„(x;a,b + c) = t (^^')7n-.(x;a,6) ^^^^^^ 
r'-
PROOF OF (5.4.3): 
n=Or=0 ^ ' n=Or=0 ^ ' 
°° (crfY °° 
r=0 ''• n=0 
= e'-^*(l-t)-"^ e**^* 
— n _ / \ - " ^ p(''+t)a;t (1 - t)-"^ e 
Tl=0 
Equating the coefRcient of f^ we get (5.4.3) 
E/„- , (x;« , i + c)/,.fa;a.6 + c) = t M i ± i ^ l % ( i ± i ' l M (5.4,4) 
PROOF OF (5.4.4): 
X]^/„_, (x;a ,6 + c)/,(y;a,5 + c)r = ;^^/„(:c;a,6 + c)/,(t/;a,6 + c)r+'-
n = 0 ) = 0 n=0 r=0 
r=0 r=0 
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= 5Z /n(a ;^ a, b + c)e Y, fr{y; a, b + c)f 
n=0 r=0 
_ n _ ^] -"2 ; gX(6+c)tQ _ ^^-ay ^y{b+c)t 
c{x+y)t(', _ , \ - a (x+y) „6(3;+!/)t ^c(x+y)t^^ _ ^^ 
fi'^i'^+y^yff^Ux+y-a^br 
r=0 ^- n=0 
7i+r 
= f:E^'^' '?^^'/n-,-(x + y;a,6r 
n = O r = 0 ' • 
Equating the coefficient of f we get (5.4.4) 
n 4- l)/n+i (a:; a, b) = x{6 /„(.r; a, 6) + o, ^ /n-r(a;; a, 6)} (5.4.5) 
r=0 




Differentiating both sides of [i) with respect to t we get 
00 
E /„(x; a, h)n T"^ = 5x(l - t)"'''e'^' + ax(l - t)-''"e''^*(l - i)-i 
n = l 
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bx J2 fn{x;a,b)e + axJ2 fn{x-a,b)eJ2t' 
n=0 n=0 r=0 
= bx X: fn{x] a, b)r + ax £ X] fni^'«' ^T^' 
n=0 n=Or=0 
= bxJ2 fn(x; a, fc)i" + axY,Y. fn-r{x; a, b)e 
n=0 n=0 r=0 
= ^ 3:{6 /„(x; a,b) + aJ2 fn-r{x; a, 6)}f' 
n=0 r=0 
oo oc n 
o'" X!("+!)/"+!(^;'^''^)^" = JL^{^ /„(x;a,6) + a^/„_,.(x;a,6)}t" 
n=0 n=0 r=0 
r 
Equating the coefficient of t" we get (5.4,5) 
;„,,;,,.j.tlMiziliqri-M (,4,) 
PROOF OF (5.4.6): 
- " {bx{c-l)r-^Mx;a,b)^n ^ y f {6.T(C - l)r/.(.x;a,6)^^,„^, 
,1=0 r=0 V" V - Ti=Or=0 "•• 
n=0 "-• r=0 
6x4/1 _ j . \ - a x fcx(c—l)t 
= e''=^*(l - t ) - "^ 
101 
= Y,fn{x]a,bc) e 
Equating the coefficient of t" we get (5.4.6) 
5.5. GENERALIZED SYLVESTER POLYNOMIALS OF TWO VARI-
ABLES: 
We define the generahzed Sylvester polynomials of two variables /n(x, y; a, b, c, d) as 
follows: 
fn{x,y;a,b,c,d) = j F 
-n : ax; by; 
) ) 
-1 -1 
ex ' dy (5.5.1) 
which can also be written as; 
U.,r.aAcJ)^tE (-).(«'(-)"(*)" 
r=os=o^- s\{n-r-s)\{cxY{dyy' 
The following generating relation hold for (5.5.1) 
(5.5.2) 
g /n(.x, y; a, b, c, d)e = e'^ '^ -^ '^(l - cxt^yil - dyt)''^ (5.5.3) 
n=0 
PROOF OF (5.5.3): 
f , , , ,,,n f f " v ^ ^ {axUbyUcxridyr 
}_^ fn{x, y; a, 6, c,d)t = 2^}^2^ 1=0 ;^o,t^,t  H s\{n - r- s)\{cxy{dyy 
00 00 OO 
EEE 
n=0r=0 6=0 
\n+r+s/J„.\n+r+s {ax),[by\{cxf^'-^^{dyr ^„^,^, 
r! s\ n\{cxY{dyY 
102 
^^{axUbyUcxtyidyty ^ {cdxyty 
r=0 s=0 r!s n=0 n! 
~ (crfxyt)" ~ {byUcxty ~ (a.r),((^yO^ 
n=0 ^ - r=0 '^ ^ s=0 '^  
= e'^^'-^il - cxty\l - dyt) by/ 
and 
Y,{X)nfn{x,y;a,b,c,d)e = {l-cdxyt)-'F 
n=0 
A : ax] by; 
cxt dyt 
1 — cdxyt' 1 — cdxyt 
(5.5.4) 
PROOF OF (5.5.4): 
Y,Wn.fn{x,y;a,b,c,d)e 
n=0 
~ " "-^ (A)„(ax),(6t/),(cx)"(Aj)" „^ 
,i^ortr,.i^o^!sKn-r-s)!(cx)'(ciy)'-
oo oo oo 
EEE 
n=0 r=0 s=0 
(A)„+,+,(a.r),(by),(cx)"^-+-(dy)"+-+-^„^,^, 
r! s! n\{cxY{dyy 
oo oo oo 
n = 0 r = 0 s = 0 
(A),,+,(A + r + s)n{ax)s{byy{cxty{dyty {cdxyty 
r\ s\ n\ 
y ^ {\y+s[<^x)s{hyy{cxty{dyty ^ [y^r + sy{cdxyty 
r=0 s=0 ris! n=0 n! 
- ^ (A),+.(ax).(fey).(c.tO'-(^yt)- ^^  cdxyt)-^—^ 
r=0s=O r!S! 
103 
{X)r+,{ax),{by)r ( cxt V f dyt \ 
{ c xy ) 2^2^ 1^^ 1 \l-cdxyt) \l-cdxyt} 
r=n .s=0 risl 
= (1 - cdxyty^F 
A : ax;by; 
cxt dyt 
1 — cdxyt' 1 — cdxyt 
Starting, as usual, from (5.5.3) we get the following formula of the type (2.1.1) 
for the polynomials /„(x, y; a, b, c, d): 
n + k Y.[ I ] fn+k{x,y;a,b,c,d)t^ = e'^ '^ ^^ (l - cxt)-'y-'{l ~ dyt) —ax—k 
n=0 
X /fc(x,y:a,6,c(l - dyt),d{l - cxt)) (5.5.5) 
PROOF OF (5.5.5): 
oo oo 




}2 fn[x, y\ a, b, c, c!)/" )_^ ^ ^ r ^ I — I 
n=0 fc=0 /c! V t y 
104 
Y: fn{x,y;a,b,c,dr{l + -r 
n=Q ^ 
Y, /„(,T,y:a,6,c,Q!)(t + v)" 
n=0 
e'"'''y^'+'\l-cx{t + v)y'y{l-dy[t + v))-
^cdxyt+cdxyv^^ _ ^^^ _ ^^^^-hy^^_ ^y^ _ ^y^yax 
= e''^^y'e"^^y'' ((1 - cxt) - cxvy^y ((1 - dyt) - dyv)"" 
e"''y\i-cxty''y{i-dyt)-''^e'''=y'' li - _^£!^y''' (i _ *^ ^ 
1 - cxt J \ 1 - dyt 
^'^y^{l-cxt)-'y{l-d;yt)-e't^^^^f^ fl - , -^^^(\-"^^^^) ^ 
^ ' "^ •J > y {1 ~ cxt){l - dyt) 
I cxtv{l - cxt) 




fc=0 (1 - cxt)'=(l - dyty 
Y e'"'^y'{l-cxt)-^y-''{l-dyt)-''''^fk{x, y, a, h, c{l-dyt), d{l-cxt)) 
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v" 
Equating the coefficient of v'' we get (5.5.5). 
which provides us with the basic tool to deduce the following theorem on mixed 
trilateral generating functions for the polynomials fn{x,y;a,b,c,d) : 
THEOREM 4: Let 
oo 
ZrA^i,X2,a,b,c,d,y,t] = Y, 0'n,,Jrn{xi, X2] a,b, c, d)gn+r{y)t'' (5.5.6) 
n=0 
be a mixed bilateral generating function involving generalized Sylvester polynomials 
of two variables and another one variable polynomial ^„+ j^(y). Then the following 
mixed trilateral generating relation holds: 
X: L{x,,X2;a,b,c,dW^^{y,z)e = e^ -^^ '-^ *^(l - cx.ty^'il - dx^ty^^^ 
n = 0 
^ r j Xi,X2: a, 6, c(l - dx2t),d{l - cxit),y, z (1 - CXit){l - dX2t) ;5.5.7) 
PROOF OF (5.5.7): 
Y,fr,{xi,X2]a,b,c,d)iT^^{y,z)e 
ri=0 
Y,fn{xuX2]a,b,c,d) I E ( 1 ak,^gk+^{y)z'' 1 T 




^ ^ /„(xi, X2; a, 6, c, d) ^^ _ ^^^,^^,afc.^gfc+^(y)/r 
n=0 fc=0 
00 00 
XI I ] /n+rfc(a;i,X2;a,6,c,ci) ^^ ,^^ ,^ ^^'ak,,,gk+,,{y)z''t"^^'' 
n=Q /c=0 (rA;)! n! 
k=0 n=0 \ "^r^ J 
= Y^ak^,gk+,iy)^''i''e'''"'"'\i - cxit)-'^''''{l ~ dx2ty •axi~rk 
k=0 
X frk{xi,X2;a,b,c{l - dx2t),d{l - cxit)) 
X 0'k,^frk (a--!, 2:2; a, b, c(l - dxit), d{l - cxii)) gk+i,{y)zH''^ 
k=0 
^^ca.,X2t^^ _ cXit)-*"^-'- '=(l - dX2t) -axi -rk 
= e'^ '* '^^ '^(l - cxif)"-''"^(l - dxst)-^"^' 
00 
>< X «'fc,/^ /rfc (a^i. 3=2; a,b,c{l- dx2t), d{l - cxjt)) gk+i,{y) 
k=0 [I - CXit){l - dX2t) 




xi,X2, a, 6, c(l - dx2t),d{l — cxit),y,z [1 - CXit){l - dX2t) 
5.6. GENERALIZED SYLVESTER POLYNOMIALS OF THREE VARI-
ABLES: 





- n :: ax\by; cz; 
- 1 - 1 - 1 
cx^ dy' cz 
1 1 1 
(5.6.1) 
which can also be written as: 
f(xvz-abcden~ y > " f " f ' {axUbyUczWxneynfzr 
UM,z,a,b,c,a,eJ)-2^^2^^ .^o H .! ^^ !(n - r - 5 - A:)!(dx)'=(eyH/.)^ 
(5.6.2) 
The following generating relation hold for (5.6.1) 





J2Wnfn{x,y,z;a,b,c,d,eJ) t" = (1 ~ defxyzt) ^ x 
Tl = 0 
F 
A : : - ; - ;— : ax\ by; cz; 
dexyt dfxzt efyz 
1 - defxyzt' 1 - defxyzt' 1 — defxyzt 
? ; ' 5 3 5 
(5.6.4) 
Starting, as usual, from (5.6.3) we get the following formula of the type (2.1.1) 
for the polynomials fn{x, y, z; a, b, c, d, e, / ) : 
E ( ''l^']fn+k{x,y,z:a,b,c,d,e,f)f' = e'^^^^^'\l-efyztr''^-'{l-dfxzt)-'y-' 
x{l-dexyt) '" ''fk{x,y,z;a,b,c,d{l - efyzt),e{l - dfxzt), f{l - dexyt)) (5.6.5) 
which provides us with the basic tool to deduce the following theorem on mixed 
trilateral generating functions for the polynomials /„(x, y, z\ a, 6, c, d, e, / ) : 
THEOREM 5: Let 
oo 
Zr,n[^i,X2, X3, a, b, c, d, e, / , y,t] = J2 an,Jr7i{xi,X2, X3; a, b, c, d, e, f)gn+r{y)t'' 
n=0 
(5.6.6) 
be a mixed bilateral generating function involving generahzed Sylvester polynomials 
of three variables and another one variable polynomial ^„+^(?/). Then the following 
mixed trilateral generating relation holds: 
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J2 /n(xi, X2, X,; a, b, c, d, e, /)Q;'^(y, z)e = e'"^f-^-^-^\l - efx^x^t)-''^^ 
n=Q 
x(l-d/xiX3t)-''^^(l-dexi.X2t) -cx-i 
xZrAxi,X2,X'i,a,hyC,d{l - e/x2.T3t),e(l - dfxiX2,t)J{l -dexiX2),y, 




PSEUDO LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS OF 
SEVERAL VARIABLES 
ABSTRACT : The present chapter deals with a study of Pseudo Laguerre polyno-
mials of several variables. The chapter contains certain generating functions, class 
of generating function, mixed bilateral, mixed trilateral generating function, pure 
recurrence relation and generating functions associated with the Stirhng numbers of 
the second kind for Pseudo Laguerre polynomials of several variables. 
6.1. INTRODUCTION : 
DEFINITIONS: 
Following the work of Riordan [181](p.90 et seq.),one denotes by S{n,k) the 




1 (n = 0). 
5(n,0) = <| (6.1.2) 
0 (n eN) 
S{n, 1) = S{n, n) — 1 and S{n, n — 1) — I 
Recently, several authors (see, for example, Gabutti and Lyness [52], Mathis and 
Sismondi [170],and Srivastava [193]) considered various families of generating func-
tions associated with the Stirhng numbers S{n,k) defined by (6.1.1).We choose to 
recall here the following general results on these families of generating functions, 
which were given by Srivastava [193]. 
THEOREM 1 ([193]): 
Let the sequence {5'„(x)}^o be generated by 
J2{ I ]Sn^,{x)t' = f{x,t){g{x,t)}-^Sn{h{x,t)) 
n=0 k 
ineNo:=NU{0}), 
where / , g and h are suitable functions of x and t 
Then, in terms of the Stirling numbers S{n,k) defined by (6T.1), the following 
family of generating functions holds true: 
S'="^'""-^--^"i^(^, = {fi^^ -^)y' E k\S{n, k)S,{x)z' (n e No), 
(.6.1.3) 
A:=0 
provided that each member of (6.1.3) exists. 
6.2. PSEUDO LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS: 
The Pseudo Laguerre polynomials /n(x) defined for non-integral A by ([179 ]) 
fn{x) = ^-^ li^l 
n! 
- n ; 
1 + A-n; 
(6.2.1) 
which can also be written as 
fn[x) = 2^7 r n ^ (6.2.2) 
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The following generating functions holds true for the Pseudo Laguerre polynomials 
defined by (6.2.2) 
£/„(x)t" = (l-t)V' 
n=0 




c + r, -A; 




By applying Theorem l,we immediately obtain the following (presumably new) gen-
erating function for the Pseudo Laguerre polynomials defined by (6.2.2) 
j:k-Mx{i+z))(^j 
k=0 + Z 
= (1 + zY^e"' Y. ^- S{n, k)fkix)z'' (n e N^] \z\ < 1) (6.2.6) 
fc=0 
Equation(6.2.5) provides us with the basic tool to deduce the following theorem on 
trilateral generating functions for the polynomials fn{x) : 
THEOREM 2: Let 
n=0 
(6.2.7) 
be a bilateral generating function. Then the following trilateral generating relation 
holds: 
OO r / 4 
S2UxWn^{y,zr = {l-t)' e^'Fr., x{l -t),y,z(—-
n=0 L \l t 
(6.2.8) 
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where, as well as throughout this chapter, 
[n/r] 
n 
^7{y,z) = Y. (^^j «fc,p5fc+p(y)2* (6.2.9) 
CLASS OF GENERATING FUNCTION: 
The polynomials fn{x) defined by (6.2.3) above satisfy the following generating 
function 
The pure recurrence relation for the polynomials /„(x 
(6.2.10) 
nfn{x) = {x + n - l - A)/„_i(x) - xfn-2{x) (6.2.11) 
6.3. PSEUDO LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS OF TWO VARIABLES: 
We define the Pseudo Laguerre polynomials of two variables fn{x, y) as follows: 
fn{x,y)= ^ ^ F 
which can also be written as: 
n : 
l + \-n: 
x,y (6.3.1) 
n n—r / \\ 
,t^,t^ (n- r -s ) ! r !s ! (6.3.2) 
The following generating functions holds for (3.1) 
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Y,U{x,yr = {l-t)'e \Jx+y)t 
n=0 




c : - ; - ; 
xt, yt IFQ 
c + r + s : - A; 
(6.3.4) 
00 / 
n + r E •' I' )/„+.(x,y)t" 
n=0 \ r 
= (i-t)^-'-e(^+^)7r(x(i-0,y(i-t)) (6.3.5) 
EP/fc(a:i(l + z), 0:2(1+ ^)(^-
fc=o + z 
= [l+z)-^e^''^^'^'Y.^\ S(n,k)fk{xuX2)z' {n c No; \z\ < 1) (6.3.6) 
fc=0 
Equation(6.3.5) provides us with the basic tool to deduce the following theorem on 
trilateral generating functions for the polj'nomials /„(x',y) : 
THEOREM 3: Let 
00 
^r,p[Xl, X2, 7/, t] = X ! a„,p,/rn(a:i, X'2)g„+r(y)i" (6.3.7) 
n=0 
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be a mixed bilateral generating function involving Pseudo Laguerre polynomials 
of two variables and another one variable polynomial gn+niy)- Then the following 




= ( l - t ) ^ e'^ ^+^^ '^F,, xi(l -t),X2(l -ty,y,z 
1-t 
(6.3.8) 
The pure recurrence relation for the polynomials /„(x,y) 
nfn{x,y) = {x + tj + n - 1 - X)fr^-i{x,y) - (a: + ?/)/„_2(a;,7/) (6.3.9) 
6.4.PSEUDO LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS OF THREE VARIABLES: 




n :; 5 1 ' 1 •> 1 
x,y,z 
l + X-n 1 : • ) ) •! 
(6.4.1) 
which can also be written as 
n n—r n—i—s /„{x,y,^)=EE £ ,„_i:'.'rMr:,.,,-,^v-' 
r=0 s=0 k=0 {n — r - s — k)\ r\ s\ k\ 
(6.4.2) 
The following generating functions holds for (6.4.1) 
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I : • 1 ) ) 
) 1 • ) I ) 
xt, yt, zt 2-Po 
c + r + s + fc: - A ; 
(6.4.4) 
E T /n+r(x,y,^)^-(l-i)^-V^+^+^)Vr(^(l-i),y(l-t),^(l-i)) (6.4.5) 
n=0 \ / 
^ P / f c ( x i ( l + 2 ) ,X2( l+2) ,X3( l + 2)) -
fc=() ^ •'• + Z 
= ( l + ^)-V^>+^^+^3> X ] ^ ' S{n,k)Mx^,X2,x,)z' (n e TVo; \z\ < 1) 
(6.4.6) 
fc=0 
Equation(6.4.5) provides us with the basic tool to deduce the following theorem on 
mixed trilateral generating functions for the polynomials fn{x,y,z) 
THEOREM 4: Let 
Fr,^,[xi,X2,X3,y,t] = Yl^n,Jrn{Xl,X2,X3)gn+r{y)t'' (6.4.7) 
71=0 
be a mixed bilateral generating function involving Pseudo Laguerre polynomials of 
three variables and another one variable polynomial gn+^{y). Then the following 
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= (1 _ t)A Q{xi+X2+X3)tp^ 




The pure recurrence relation for the polynomials fn{x,y,z) 
nfn{x,y,z) = {x + y + z + n - 1 - X)fn-i{x,y, z) - [x + y + z)fn-2{x,y, z) (6.4.9) 
6.5.PSEUDO LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS OF s-VARIABLES: 
The Pseudo Laguerre polynomials of s-variables are defined as follows 
n n—ri n-- r i - r2 - . . - r , i ^)n--ri-r2-..-r., 11 Xj 
fn{Xl,X2,..,Xs)^ Y. Jl - E ^-^ 
ri=or2=o rs=o [n — r\ ~ r2 - •• — rs)\ n fy 
(6.5.1) 
The following generating functions holds for (6.5.1) 
£ /„(xi,X2, ..,x,)t" = (1 - t)Ae(-'+-=+-+-^)' 
n=0 
(6.5.2) 




{C)r,^r2^.,^r. ny-^.^J ^ oo . , + ,^ + ,^ + . + , ^ ) ^ ( _ ^ ) ^ ^n  {x,ty  




- (1 - t)^-'-e(^^+-2+-+-')7,(xi(l - t), X2(l - t),.., x,(l - t)) (6.5.4) 
J2kyk{xiil + z),X2{l + z),..,x,{l + z))i~ 
fc=0 ^- '• + z 
(6.5.5) 
fc=0 
Equation(6.5.4) provides us with the basic tool to deduce the following theorem on 
mixed trilateral generating functions for the polynomials fn{xi,X2, ••,Xs) 
THEOREM 5: Let 
00 
FrA^^^^2,-,^'s,y,'t] = Y,^ri,Jrn{X\,X2,:,Xs)gn+r{y)t'^ (6.5.6) 
be a mixed bilateral generating function involving Pseudo Laguerre polynomials of 
three variables and another one variable polynomial <?«+,, (y)- Then the following 
mixed trilateral generating relation holds: 
E/n(xi,a;2,..,x,)n7(2/,^)r 
n=0 
{l-tf e(^'+"^+-+"')*F,,, xi(l -0,.X2(1 - t),..,x,(l - t ) ;y ,2 1^— (6.5.7) 
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The pure recurrence relation for the polynomials /„(xi,a:2, ..,Xs 




SOME NEW GENERATING FUNCTIONS FOR GOTTLIEB 
POLYNOMIALS OF SEVERAL VARIABLES 
Abstract. The present chapter deals with a study of Gottheb polynomials of several 
variables. The chapter contains Gottlieb polynomials of two and three variables and 
their generating functions. 
7.1. INTRODUCTION : 
DEFINITIONS: 
Following the work of Riordan [181](p.90 et seq.),one denotes by S{n, k) the Stirling 
numbers of the second kind, defined by 
5(n,fc) = ^ D - l ) ' = - ( ^ ^ ) / (7.1.1) 
so that 
5(n,0) = < 
' 1 {n = 0). 
0 (n eN) 
(7.1.2) 
and 
S{n, 1) = S{n, n) = 1 and S{n, n - I) = 
Recently, several authors (see, for example, Gabutti and Lyness [52], Mathis and Sis-
mondi [170],and Srivastava [193]) considered various families of generating functions 
associated with the Stirhng numbers S{n, k) defined by (7.1.1).We choose to recall here 
the following general results on these families of generating functions, which were given 
by Srivastava [193]. 
THEOREM 1 ([193]): 
Let the sequence {Sn{x)}'^^Q be generated by 
X:( I ]SnMx)t'' = f{x,t){g{x,t)y"Snih{x,t)) 
n=0 k 
(ntiVo:-iVU{0}), 
where / , g and h are suitable functions of x and t 
Then, in terms of the Stirling numbers S{n,k) defined by (7.1.1), the following 
family of generating functions holds true: 
^A;"5'fc(/i(x,-z)) 
fc==0 
- 7 - ^ ={f{x.-z)}-'Zk^-Sin,k)Sk{x)z' (neN,), 
^9\X^ z)} fc=o 
(7.1.3) 
provided that each member of (7.1.3) exists. 
7.2. GOTTLIEB POLYNOMIALS: 
The Gottlieb polynomials is denoted by ^n[^\ A) and defined as (see[179 ]) 
(^ „(a;;A) = e-"SF: 
-n; — x; 
\-e' (7.2.1) 
122 
which can also be written as 
^„(.;A)=.--i:"''^''''""*'''^'''' 
r=0 {n-r)\ r\{l)r 
(7.2.2) 
The following generating functions holds true for the Gottlieb polynomials defined 
by (7.2.2) 
X: ^n{x; A)t" = (1 - tni - te-'r^'' ,\t\<l 
n=0 . 
(7.2.3) 
x + l: 
~{l-e-')t (7.2.4) 





E f " ^ M y^n+.(x; A)r = (1 - ty-^l - t e -^ )—V. f:^ ; '05e f ^ (7.2.6) 
iPnix, A + /^ ) = -;;;^ y^  - ^ }_^  
r=0 e""(l - e^)" ^-^ (n - r)! r!(e^ - 1)'' 
(7.2.7) 
By applying Theoreml,we immediately obtain the following generating function for 
the Gottlieb polynomials defined by (7.2.2) 
123 
k=Q 
^ / c " \x;log^ ( -e^ + z\\ / z ^ *• 
+ z \l + z 
(l + z)-"(l + 2e-^f+' Y, k\ S{n, k)^k{x\ \)z^ (n t No] \z\ < 1) (7.2. 
fc=0 
The pure recurrence relation for the polynomials (/?„(x; A) 
(n + l)e^ipn+i{x]X) = {x + n-\-l + {n- x)e )^(/?„(.T; A) - nipn-.\{x; X) (7.2.9) 
7.3.GOTTLIEB POLYNOMIALS OF TWO VARIABLES: 
The Gottlieb polynomials of two variables Lpn{x,y; X, fj.) are defined as follows 
V: „(.T,y;A,/i) = e-"(^+'^)F 
-n : -x; -y; 
1: - ; - ; 
l - e \ l - e ^ (7.3.1) 
which can also be written as: 
..,(x,.;.,.) = .-(>.,..tg(-")-^-(-)^^|;(;-^)'<'-")- (7.3.) 
r=0 s=0 
The fohowing generating functions holds for (7.3.1) 





n=0 " ! 
= ( 1 - t e 
-(A+/i) F 
c : -x ; -y; 
(1 - te-(^+'')) ' (1 - te-(^+'')) (7.3.4) 
7.4.GOTTLIEB POLYNOMIALS OF THREE VARIABLES: 
The Gottlieb polynomials of three variables ^Pn{x, y, z; X. fi, rj) are defined as follows 
iPn{x,y,z;X,fj.,rj) 
_ ^-n{>.+^l+r|) p -n.. , , . X, y, z, 
) 1 • ) 1 
1 - e \ 1 - e^ 1 - e" (7.4.1) 
which can also be written as 
iPr,{x,y,z;X,fi,ri) 
-n(X+fj,+ri} n n—r n—r—s 
r=0 s=0 k=0 
-n)r+. .-,k{-x)r{-y)s{~zUi - e'Yil - d'Yil - e^f 
r\ s\ k\{l\ +s+k 
(7.4.2) 
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The following generating functions holds foi' (7.4.1) 
n=0 
= (1 - te-('^+''))^(l - ie-(^+''))'-^(l - te-^^+^'^Yil - te-(^+i^+Y'y-'~^ ,\t\<l (7.4.3) 
n=0 
^ V ' „ ( x , y., z: A, M, VK' = (l " ie-(^+'^^''))"^ x 
F 
^(e^ - l.)e-(^ +'^ +-^ ') t(e^ - l)e-(^+'^+'') t(e" - l)e-(^+''+'') 





CERTAIN GENERATING RELATIONS FOR 
POLYNOMIALS OF THE TYPE OF 
GENERALIZED APPELL'S FUNCTIONS OF 
TWO VARIABLES 
ABSTRACT:The present chapter deals with a study of certain generating relations 
involving polynomials of the type of generalized Appell's functions of two variables. 
8.1. INTRODUCTION: 
In 2002, M. A. Khan and G. S. Abukhammash [115] introduced and studied 
generalized Appell's functions of two variables. Their generalized functions are as 
defined below: 
Afi(a,a,6,6,c,c,d,e,e,x,y)= \^\^ — — — — - (8.1.1) 
m=On=0 y^jm+nV^jmy^ )n ' " • "•• 
OO CO 
M2{a,a.,b,b,c,c;d,e;x,y)^ Y, E H] 7;^  ZJ^T (8-1-2) 
ilUia, b,b,c,c;d,e,e;x,y)=}^}_^ — —— — - (8.1.4) 
m=OTi=0 [i^lm+nK^jmKt^ )n in. n. 
0 0 OO 
,{a,b,b,c,c;d,e;x,y)^ X. L 7T^ 77) : ;^;;r (8.1.5) 
s (a ,6 ,c , c ;d ,e ;x ,y )= )_^X. 73^  77) ZT^T^ (8-1-8) 
m=On=0 \a)m+n[^>m+n Til-' n\ 
i o ( a , 6 , c ; d , e , e ; x , y ) = X E - 7 l N u) ,.) 777\ (8-l'10)-
In the present chapter we obtain certain generating relations involving the polyno-
mials related to above functions. 
8.2. MAIN RESULTS: 
The following are the main results: 
i^M,{~n, a', 6, b\ c, c'; d, e, e'; x,y)r = {l-f.y'M^ (X, a', 6, b\ c, c'; d, e, e'- - ^ 
n! ^ i -t 
(8.2.1) 
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f^i^M2{-n,a',b,b\c,c'-d,e-x,y)e = {l-t)-'M2(X,a',b,b',c,c';d,e;-^.y) 
^o n\ ^ 1 - 1 ^ 
(8.2.2) 
(A)n , —xt —yt 
(8.2.3) 
(A)n , —xt -yt J2^-^M,{-n,b,b\c,c';d,e,e';x,y)t":^{l-t)-'M,{\,b,b\c,c';d,e,e';-~,y~) 
12.4) 
(A)n 
^ ^ M 5 ( - n , 6 , 6 ' , c , c ' ; d , e ; x , y ) t " = ( l - i ) ~ ' M 5 ( A , 6 , 6 ' , c , c ' ; d , e ; - ^ , - ^ ) 
^ . n! ^ 1 -t 1-t^ 
(A)n 
(8.2.5) 
, —xt —yt 
^ ^ M 6 ( - n , 6 , c , c V , r f ^ e , e ' ; x , y ) f ' = ( l - t ) - ^ M 6 ( A , 6 , 6 ^ c , c ^ d , d ^ e , e ^ — - , - ^ ) 
„ _ ^ ?6. 1 Z 1 Z 
(8.2.6) 
(A). , - x t -yt Z-^M,{-7i,b,c,c\d,e,e';x,y)t^ = (l-ty'Mr{x,b,c,c'-d,e,e'-,^—^,^) 
(8.2.7) 
f ; ^ M 8 ( - n , b, c, c'- d, e; x, y^ = {I - tyHi, (A, 5, c, c'; d, e; ~ 4 , - 4 ) 
f=^ n! ^ 1 - 1 1 - i ^ 
(A)n 
(8.2.8) 
, —xt —yt 
£ ^ ^ M 9 ( - n , 6, c; d, d', e, e'; x, y ) ^ = (1 - t)-^M9 (A, 6, c; d, d', e, e'; - — , - ^ ) 
frl n! ^ l - t \ - t ' 
.2.9) 
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Wn I -xt -yt 
^ L i l i M i o ( - n , 6 , c ; d , e , e ' ; x , y ) r = ( l - i ) - ^ M i o ( A , 6 , c ; d , e , e ' ; — - , - f - ) 
n=o ''^- l i l t 
(8.2.10) 
Proof of (8.2.1): 
f^i^M,i-n,a',b,b',c,c';d,e,e';x,y)r 
Wn^^{-nUa')rmb')r{c).{c')rX^y\^ 
n=o "" r=o s=o {d)s+r{e)s{e') s\ r\ 
V Wn f^  A {-lYn\{a')rmb')r{c)s{c%x^y^ 
to n! h h {n-r)\{dUr{e)s{e% s\ r\ 
oo oo oo y - y - y Wn+s{a')r[b)s{b')r{c)s{c')r {-xY f ^^^^ 
n=or=os~o 
{d)s+r[e)s{(^')r n\ s\ r\ 
oo oo cx> (A).(A + sUa!)r{b)s(b\{c),{c!\ {-txY y'^^ 
n=OT=os—o Js+r {e)s{e')r n\ s\ r\ 
oo oo / \ \ I„i\ {X)M')M,(b')r{c),{dY {-txY y' ~ ( A + 5)„t" 
{d),+r{e)s{e') 
g . g {X)s{a')r{bY{b'Y{cY{c% i-txY f ^, ^^ ^^_,_, 
r=os=o 
{d),+r{e)s{e')r s\ r\ 




which proves (2.1) 
Proof of (8.2.3): 
f; ^ M 3 ( - n , b, b', c, c'; d, d', e, e'; x, y)r 
^ ( A ) " — i-ir'^nl{bUb'UcUc% x^y^ 
to n\ k k {n-r- s)\{dUd%{e)r{e% s\ r\ 
oo oo oo 
^ ^ ^ ixUr+s{bUb'Uc),ic'), i-txy i-tvY n 
kokk {d)r{d%{e)r{e% n\ s\ r\ 
oo o o CO y- y - y - (A).(A + r + s)n{b)r{y)s{c)r{c')s {-txY Hyf 
^ ^ ^ {d)r{d%ie)r{e'), n\ " 5! r! 
n=or=os=o 
^f^iXUsibUb^jcW), {-txY {-tyf ~ ( A + r + s ) „ r 
(d),(d').(e).(e'). s! r! „^, n! 
^ - (A).+.(6).(feO.(c).(cO.(-tx)M-ty)- ., .^-A-.-. 
k k {d)r{d%{e)r{e% s\ T\ ^ ^ 
- fl ^ l -AV^f (A)r+.(6).(y).(c).(c% . -Xt y . -yt y 
^ ^ ,^ ,£^„ (d),(d').(e).(e').H5! W - t M i _ t ; 
= (l-t)-'Af3(A,6,6',c,c';ci,d',e,e'; ""^ ^^ 




CERTAIN GENERATING RELATIONS FOR 
POLYNOMIALS OF THE TYPE OF 
LAURICELLA'S FUNCTIONS OF THREE 
VARIABLES 
ABSTRACT: The present paper deals with a study of certain generating relations 
involving polynomials of the type of Lauricella's functions of three variables.. 
9.1. INTRODUCTION: 
In 1954, Saran's initiated a systematic study of these ten triple hypergeometric 
series of Lauricella's functions of three variables, one given below the definition of 
these functions, using Saran's notations FE,FF, FT and also indicating Lauri-
cella's notations: 
F4 or FEiai,ai,ai.Ji,p2,p2rnn2,'y3;x,y,z) 
_ YY^Y^{c^l)m+n+p{PlUP2UpX^y-zP 
Fu or FF{ai,ai,auPi,p2,Pu 11:12,12;x,2j,z) 
= V " V V " i'^^)m+n+p{Pl)m+p{02)n ^"^ y " z'" 
' hhf^o (7i)«(72)n+, m\n\p\ ^ " ' ^ 
Fg or Fciai,ai,ai,pi,p2,p3\ 11,12,12;x,y,z) 
h h h (7iU72)n+p m\n\p\ ^ " ^ 
F3 or Fj^{ai,a2,a2,Pup2,Pi;ii,l2,l3;x,ij,z) 
00 00 00 
,^On=o,iro (7i).n(72)n(73)p m\ n\ p\ ^••> 
Fn or FM{ai,a2,a2,l3uP2,Pi;ii,l2,l2;x,y,z) 
00 00 CO 
i'0n=0;e0 (7lU72)n+p TUl ul p\ ^ " ^ 
F5 or F^{ai,a2,a3,Pi,P2,l3i]ii,i2,l2;x,y,z) 
00 00 cx) (Q'l)m('^2)n(«3)p(/?l)m+p(,g2)n3:'"y"'2:^ fQ 1 6) 
i , n = O p = 0 (7l)m(72)„+p m\ Til p\ 
Fn or Fp[ai,a2,auPi,(]i,p2;ii,l2,l2;x,y,z) 
_ ^ ^ ^ iai)m+p{a2UPiUUp2)pX^y^zP 
rhhh (7l)m(72)n+p ^l n\ p\ 
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Fio or Ffi{ai,a2,ai,f3i,P2,Pulul2,l2]x,y,z) 
OO CO OO 
~ i^ohh (7i)m(72)„+p m\n\p\ 
Fj or Fs{ai,a2,a2,PuP2,P3;ii,lu'yi]x,y,z) 
OO 0 0 OO {ai)rn{a2)n+p{P\)m{P2)n{P3)p X"" y"" ZP 
m=0n=0p=0 Wljm+ri+p ' ' i - ' i . P-
Fi3 or FT(ai,«2,o:2,A,/^2,/?i;7i>7i>7i;2-',y,2) 
0 0 0 0 OO 
__ -T^ y y {(^l)m{a2)n+p{Pl)m+p{p2)nX"' y"" ZP ( Q U O ) 
i^ ont^ opt^ o (7iW„+p ml n\ p\ 
In (1964, 1967) Srivastava noticed the existence of three additional complete 
triple hypergeometric series of the second order; these three series HA, HB, and He 
had not been included in Lauricella's set, nor were they previously mentioned in the 
literature. Their series definitions are given below: 
0 0 0 0 OO {a)ra+p{PU+niP')n+pX^y"zP 
m=0 n=Op=0 (7)m(7 )n+p ml n! p\ 
0 0 CO OO 
TT f o pi \ V - V> V^ ['^)m+p[Pjm.+n\P )n+p X y Z /Q i i QX 
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m = 0 n = 0 p = 0 KDva-Vn^p ml U'. pi 
Obviously, He is a new and interesting generalization of Appell's series Fi, HB 
generalizes the Appell series F2, while H^ provides a generalization of both Fi and 
F2. 
In the present chapter we obtain certain generating relations involving the poly-
nomials related to above functions. 
9.2. MAIN RESULTS: 
The following are the main results: 
00 /y\ 
Y. —f^Fsi-n, -n, -n,P1J2, P2] 7i,72,Ts; -T,tj, z)e 
xt yt zt (l-t)-^FK(A,A,A,A,/?2,/?2;7i,72,73;^3Y,^,^—^) (9.2.1) 
00 f^\ 
y —^Fpi-n, -n , -n, A,P2, A; 7i>72:72;x,y, z)e i r l n! 
- ( l - t ) - V f ^ ( A , A , A , A , / ^ 2 , A ; 7 i , 7 2 , 7 2 ; ^ . , ^ , ^ ) (9.2.2) 
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°° f A) 
xt yt zt {l-tr'FG{x,X,\Ji,(32,Pz;iui2,i2;j—^,~j,:^ (9.2.3) 
00 (A) 
Tf 
= ( l -^)-VK(A,a2,a2,A, /?2, /9i ;7 i ,72,T3;^3y,y ,^) (9.2.4) 
°° (X) 
Y,—rFM{-n, a2,02, Pi, P2, Pull ,12,12] x,y,z)t'' 
xt 
= (l-t)-^FA/(A,a2,«2,/9i, /32,A;7i,72,72;^3Y,y,2) (9.2.5) 
°° (A) 
J ] —~Fiv( -n , 02, «3, A, /?2, A; 71,72,72; 2;, 2/, ^ )i" 
.Tt 
= (l-t)- '^Fiv(A,a2,a3,A,/52,/3i;7i,72,72;^3Y,y,2) (9-2.6) 
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Y — ^ F p { - n , a2, -n, /3i, /^i, /^ a; 7i, 72,72; x, y, z ) r 
= ( l - t ) - V p ( A , a 2 , A , A , A , / ? 2 ; 7 i , 7 2 , 7 2 ; ^ , 2 / , ^ ) (9.2.7) 
°° (A) 
Y. —f-FRi-n, a2, - n , /^i, /?2, A; 7i, 72,72; x, y, z)r 
( l - t ) - % ( A , a 2 , A , A , / 9 2 , A ; 7 i , 7 2 , 7 2 ; ^ , y , ^ ) (9.2.. 
°° fA) 
y ] — r ^ s ( - n , 02, a2,/3i,/?2,/53;7i,7i,7i; a;, y,^)i" 
= ( l - t ) - ^F5(A,a2 ,a ' 2 ,A , / ?2 , /33 ;7 i ,7 i , 7 i ; ^ ,2 / , ^ ) (9.2.9) 
00 MN 
X] — p ^ r ( - ? ^ , "2, "2, A, A, A; 71, 7i, 7i; a:^ , V, z)f^ 
xt ( l - t ) - ^ F T ( A , a 2 , a 2 , A , A , A ; 7 i , 7 i , 7 i ; 7 — r . y , ^ ) (9.2.10) 
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•n—rt ' * " 
/ xt zt ( l - t ) - ^ i / ^ ( A , / ? , / ? ' ; 7 , 7 ' ; ^ , y , ^ , ) (9.2.11 
Y. —r^Bi-n, p, 13'\ 7i, 72,73; x, y, z)r 
= (1 - i)-^i:fB(A, A/5';7i,72,73; ^33- ,y,^3Y') ^^ -^ -^ ^^  
f : ^ H c ( - n , / ? , / ? ' ; 7; x,y,z)r 
xt ^t (1 - t)-'Hc[K P,/?'; 7; ^ . y. ^ 0 (9.2.13) 
Proof of (9.2.1): 
°° (A) 
I ] — ^ F s i - n , ~n, -n,Pu(32,^2] 7i,72,73; x, y, z)f-
^ ( A ) (A)r (^2)s+fca^ ' 'y^^^ ,„ 
n^o n! i ^ „ i ^ , , t : (7l)r(72).(73)fc H s! ^! 
^ (A), " " - - " - " (-l)-+-+^n! (A), (/?2).+. ^^ '^ "/ '^-"^ n 
„^, n! ,^„,^, , t : (7i)r (72). (73)fc {n-r-s~ k)\ r! s! fc! 
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(A)„ (A),(/3,Ufe {-:,y (^-yy [-zf ^^ 
tohs=o h (71 )r (72). (73)^  {n-r-s-k)\ r\ s\ kl 
h k h t o (7i).(72).(73). n! r! 5! k\ 
tokhoh (7i)r (72). (73)fc n! r! s! A;! 
^ ^ ^ [xUs^k {PMP2)s+k {-xty i-yty j-zt)' ^{x + r + s + ky^^^ 
k k t o (71). (72). (73)fc r\ s\ k\ ^ ^ 
- ^ - (A),^ ,+, {(iMP2)s^k {-xty {~yty i-zt)'^ ..-A-.-.-fe 
k k t o (71). (72). (73). r! s! fc! ^^' '> 
' ^ k k k Mr (72). (73). r! .! kl "^ ' '^ 
= (1-t) ^ - P / ? ( A , A , A , / ? I , / ? 2 , / ^ 2 ; 7 I . 7 2 , 7 3 , ; ^ ^ , ^ 3 - , ^ ^ ) 
which proves (2.1) 




ON GENERATING FUNCTIONS OF 
q-SYLVESTER AND q-MITTAG-LEFFLER 
POLYNOMIALS 
ABSTRACT : The present chapter deals with certain generating functions of q-
Sylvester, generahzed q-Sylvester and q-Mittag-Leffer polynomials. 
10.1 INTRODUCTION: 
The Sylvester polynomials and its generalizations are defined as [199,3] 
x^ ( -\\ 
</'n(2;) = - 7 2 ^ 0 - n , x ' ; - ; — (10.1.1) 
n! v X ) 
and 
(oil" / - 1 \ /„(x;a) = i - i _ 2 F o - n , x ; - ; — (10.1.2) 
n! V ax) 
The Mittag-Leffler polynomials are defined as [199] 
(7„(.x-) =2 .X2Fi ( l -n , l -x ;2 ;2 ) (10.1.3) 
The aim of the present chapter is to define q-analogues of Sylvester, generalized 
Sylvester and Mittag-Leffler polynomials and give their certain generating functions. 
10.2. q-SYLVESTER POLYNOMIALS: 
The q-Sylvester polynomials is denoted by 4\,q(x') and is defined as 
Kl^) = 7 ^ 2'^o {q-^ q'- - ; g, - ) (10.2.1) [q; q)n V .x 
which can also be written as 
The following generating functions hold for q-Sylvester polynomials 
f $„,,(x)t" = e , (x t )^0^ (10.2.3) 
n=0 v'-) Woo 
and 
^(g^g)„cl>„,,(x)r = ^ f - ^ 2^1>i {q\q^:q'xt-q,t) (10.2.4) 
10.3. GENERALIZED q-SYLVESTER POLYNOMIALS: 
The generalized q-Sylvester polynomials is denoted by fn,q{x]a) and is defined 
as 
(g; gj„ V ax (10.3.1) 
which can also be written as 
A,.fe-) = £ ' ; ' ^ f ' ° t " (10.3.2) 
where a 7^  0 is arbitrary constant, 
when a—1 then (10.3.1) becomes 
/„,,(x;l) = $„,,(x) (10.3.3) 
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we call the polynomials fn,q{x; a) generalized q-Sylvester polynomials in view of the 
relations (10.3.3). 
where '^n,qix) is the q-Sylvester polynomials. 
The following generating functions hold for generahzed q-Sylvester polynomials 
^ /„,,(x; ar = e,{axt)^-^ (10.3.4) 
n=0 V^'^joo 
PROOF OF (10.3.4): we have 
n=0 n=0 W'VJn ^ "-^ ^ 
y^ y (g"";g)fc(x;9)fc ?"' {axr'' r[(-i)'=g5'=(^-i)]-i 
n=0A;=O (9;<7)fc (Q;q)n-k 
Y^ A (9;q)n(g^9)fc '?"'' (ax)"-'= t"(-l)''g^^(^-^)-"^ 





°° ,A. N f f^.„^,n_ {.q^axt;q)oo f x . . x ^ 
E(r; 9)n/n,,(^ ; ar = ^ ':' 2*^ 1 (g^ q'; q'axt; t) (10.3.5) 
„=o \0'Xt,q)oc, 
PROOF OF (10.3.5): we have 
t{q\ 9)n/n.(x; ar = t ^-^^4^ 2*0 (9"^ ^ ;^ - ^' £ ) ^^  
^ ^ ( g ^ g ) „ + f c ( g - ; g ) , (ax)"f'+^ 
T^oi^ o {q;q)k{q\q)n 
f (g';9)fc(g';g)fe f^c y (g^+^g)n(axO" 
fc=0 (^i^jfc ^ 0 ( ^ i ? ) " 
y^ {q^;q)k{q'';q)k^k{Q^^''axt;q)^ 
fr'a (g; g)fc (a.-ct; (7)00 
{axt;q)oc ^Q {Q]q)k{^axt\q)k 
(?^-'lik,4,(,V;AxM (a.Ti; (/)c 
10.4. q-MITTAG-LEFFLER POLYNOMIALS: 
The q-Mittag-Leffer polynomials is denoted by gn,q{x) and is defined as 
g„,,(x) - -2q\-x\ .,$1 (q^-",q^~^;q2;g,2g") (10.4.1) 
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The following generating functions hold for q-Mittag-Leffer polynomials 
oo 
1 + E^n.^Wi" = i^i {q'-'';t-q,2t) (10.4.2) 
n = l 
PROOF OF (10.4.2): we have 
00 oo 




1 _ 2g[-xjt f (9^9)A(2t)'(-l)'9^'^'=-'^ (9^+'^ t; g). 
1 
fc=o {q^\q)k {t;q)c 
(1 - q-^) ~ (gi-^;<7)fc(2t)*=(-l)^(?i'=('=-i) 
(1 -9 ) t o {q^\q)k{t\q)k+\ 
ii'o {q^\q)k+\{t\q)k+i 
_^ I ^(9-^;g)n(2t)"(-l)"g^"^"-^) 







E ^n+i,,(x)^^— = -2q[-x]e,it)i<h [q'-'; q'\ Q, 2t) (10.4.3) 
n=0 W)9jn 
PROOF OF (10.4.3): we have 
oo jn oo oo j.n 
E5n+i,,(x)7—r- = E^" , . ( -^ r = 1 + E -2'7[-^]2^i (9-",9^--,g^;g,2g") — ^ 
n=0 Vh Hjn n=\ n=l Wi H)n 
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